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ABSTRACT 
'rhe one-dim ensional, time-dependent equations describing 
laminar deflaeration al'e calved by an integral mlSthod, under the as-
sumption of a physical model for the flame structure and behavior, 
with restrictions on the 'i;ype of deviation from steady- state b~havior. 
By virm0 of application of a hot-boundary approximation of the von 
:::arm.an type , certain sensitive integrals are expressed in a form inde-
pendent of the tempera.ture profile assumed. Two cases are considered: 
the "thermal theory" neglecting diffusion, and the case of unity Lewis 
number {temp<n,'ature/concentral:ion similarity). On!y first order re-
actions are consiclered. Arguments supporting the generality of the 
?esulto are included, along with a discussion of accu racy, and some 
com.parison with experimental work. Graphical display of the results 
a.."1ticipates the utility of the theory for correlating and cross-checking 
e,~el"irflental data. 
It is cOilcluded that the relrutat!on time is closely related to the 
time required for the gas undergoing rapid chem ical reaction to p ass 
tlu"ough the flame . 
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TERlvflNOLOGY 
density (gm/cc) 
velocity (cm/ sec ) 
temperature (oK) 
I Z 0 thermal conductivi ty (cal em - sec - K) 
specific heat capacity (call gm _ OK) 
fuel mass fraction (dimensionless) 
normalized fuel mas s fraction (Y I Y 0) 
- 1 
reaction rate (sec ) 
fuel heating -value (cal/gm) 
diffusion coefficient (cmZ/sec) 
d imensionless temperature (T/Tf ) 
characteristic length associated with T 
characteristic length associated with n (or Y ) 
time (sec) 
diGtance (crn. ) 
dumm.y variable 
average value of A 
Subscripts 
o original. unbur;'"lt gas -- upstream. conditions 
f f inal . burnt gas -- downstrea m conditions 
I . INTRODUCTION 
Consider a steady. laminar deflagration standing i n a stream of 
premixed. combustible gas . The gae approaches the flam e from the 
left at temperature T • density p • and velocity U • with a fuel 
o 0 0 
mass fracti on Yo (see fig . 1. I). The gas is heated on approaching the 
zone of chemical reactions . begins to burn . and finally passes out the 
hot end of. the flame w ith temperature Tf • densi ty Pf ' and velocity 
U. . A ssume all the fual is consumed in the reaction . For simplicity. 
4 
further assume that the reaction i s firs t ordel' so that the rate of con-
Bumption of the fuel is proportional to the fuel concentration - - the 
" constant" of p r oportion ality i s the tempe rature - dependent reaction 
rate W(T) . The flow is along the It axis , positively directed. and ca."'} 
be considered uniiorm over any y-z plane. Assume that everywhere 
the gas v
'
3locity is ve ry much smaller than the local speed of sound. so 
the change in pressure is everywhere negligible , and the k i netic enexgy 
of the aaa i s small compared to therm al enthalpy. The perfect gas law 
may be used in the form pT = constant. assum ing small change i n mean 
m olecular weight due to reaction. 
oue 
The analysis of the situation described has been effected in vari -
approximate £orms( 1. 2). Special cases frequently treated are thaI: 
in ,;rhich t he d iffu sion of chemical species i s neglected (the so-called 
"thermal theory"). (3) and that in which there is a strict relati onship be -
tween temperature and c hemical composition by vi rtue of mat he:mati cal 
aiAalogy (the case of uni ty L ew i s number). (4) The result s of such cal -
culationa are in adequate a greement with experim ent. 
Now consider the probl em of this same flame, perturbed ali ghUy 
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X7'orn the steady-sta.te structure in some m anner. I t i s desired to com -
pute the " relaxation time" - - i . e .• the characteristic time it takes for 
the flame to restore its elf to steady state behavior. Thi s probl em has 
llot been so Duccessfull y attacked. The problem as stated is of lim ited 
practical importance *. but the dete r m ination of the p arametric depend-
ence of the relaxation tim e and an order - oi- magnitude estim ate for i t 
would be of considerable interest to desi gners and analysts of c om-
bustion - operated machines. To this end. the following effort 1s d i-
rected. 
Wr iting the gove rning equations for the s implified flam e model 
outlined above reveals immediately the difficulty of obtaining an " Cy.act" 
solution: 
Conse rvation of mass 
Q..e. + a ( U) = 0 1lt ax I' 
Conse rvation of ene r gy 
(1 . I) 
.tt (pC T)+~(pUC T)=":':(k~)+pnC (Tf- T )W(T) (1.2) 
ell; p ox p 1]]( ax p 0 
Conservation of fuel specie s 
a) Diffusi on- free (the l'mal theory) 
it (pn) + ~(pun) = - pnYl (T) (1 . 3 ) 
b) Diffusion included 
a a 
'fit (pn) + ax (pUn) a an = ax (I'D ax) - pnW(T) (1 . 4) 
In ( 1. Z) use has been m a de of the g ross thermodynamic relationship: 
:;: It is of importance in establishing the stability of the defiag ration. 
but theoreticians as yet have not a greed among themselves on the a p -
proach or interpretation of such calculations. The mathematical sub -
tleties are numerous. and many argwnents have existed. See refer -
ences 5 to 15~ 
Y I-!f = ~ (Tf - T ) . ° p 0 (1. 5) 
a nd the fuel fraction has been normalized everywhere by the initial fuel 
fraction Y 
o 
The momentum equation is conspicuous by its absence from the 
above syste m . As m entioned above. this is a result of the low Mach 
number condition prevalent in laminar deflagration waves . T o be ex-
plicit. the pressure change across a one-dimensional steady velocity 
change in frictionless flow is of the form 6P/Pl = 'VM t(6U /U 1). so the 
constant of prop0l.·tionality between dim ensionless p ressure change and 
Z dimensionless velocity change is 'VMI • where y is the ratio of spe -
cific heats and tA l is the initial Mach number. F or a p lane deflagra-
tion. a hi gh speed would be AJ 3. 0 meters/sec. and assuming an initial 
temperaturo of {lo Co the speed of sound is rv 300 meters /sec. So 
2 _ 4-
M'l AJ 10 ~ . Thus for all intents and purposes. the p ressure m a y be 
assumed constant. cind the equation of state simplified to pT = constant . 
Thi e fundamclltal observation removes completely all dynamical effects 
from tho p robler,'l, an important p oint i n the assignment of coordinates 
later. 
An "exact" solution to the problem, then, would consist of the 
solution of the thr ee equations ( 1. 1). (1. 2 ). and (1. 4), with an initial 
distribution p(x). U(x). T(x ), and n(x) at time zero. These distribu-
tion a will vary 'with the passage of tim e and, if they reach stable condi-
tions. eventually descri be the steady-state flam e. Although such a 
descrip tion is desirable and. in the ory possible. the practical difficulty 
of obtaining such a general solution is p rohib itive. 
- 5~ 
In many cases a set of equations such as t hose above is rendered 
tractable by th e appro:r.imate method of perturbation analysis. (7-13) In 
such an analysis, each depelldent variable is described by the sum of 
two term s, the steady-state £u..ction of x plus a (very small) non-steady 
"perturbation quantity." The substi tution of such form s into the aet of 
equations and subsequent dismissal of products of the s m all quantitie s 
results in a system of linear, coupled, partial d ifferential equations 
with spatially-dependent coefficients . The reader c an easily verify that 
this p rocedure applied to the p resent p roblem results in a very compli-
cated system of equations, which does not perm it simple solutions --
in fact, there is little other than linearity t o recommend this approach 
to the p resent p roble m . The fundamental assumption of pertul'bation 
analysis is that conditions are not far removed from steady state, so 
the ratio of the pel·turbation correction te r m to the steady state term is 
much less tha.... unity. In the present problem, the cont r olling factor 
which lim its the size of the perturbations perm itted is the reaction r ate 
We T). Because of its extreme sensitivity to temperature, tem perature 
perturbations m ust be severely restricted, a fact appa rently overlooked 
by some in vest i eators in this area. (8, 9) 
Anothe r m eth od of solution has enjoyed certain p opularity. 
Spalding, (16) following the example of Marble and Adamson, (17) em-
pl oyed an integ ral technique to solve several interesting initial-value 
problems in flam e p ropagation. His method and the techniques of appli-
cation are remarkably similar to the calculations displayed later here, 
but his work was not consulted until well after the effort was essentially 
com plete. His remar k s concerning the validity and accuracy of the 
technique are encouraging but felt to be slightly optim istic. 
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Apparently some such method is required if tractable analytical 
procedure is to be effected. The method employed in this work consists 
basically of three steps: 
1) The assumption of a simplified physical model for t he flame 
in non-steady behavior, with simplifying restrictions placed 
on the permitted perturbations; 
2) The application of an integral formulation to this simple, 
restricted model; 
3) The e mployment of an approximation developed for steady-
state analysis which relates temperature and fuel concentra-
tion behavior at the hot edge of the flame. 
Wi th the aid of these three steps, a generalized analysis of t..he 
transient behavior of a laminar flame driven by a firat-order reaction is 
effected for the two special cases m entioned above -- the thermal theory, 
and the case of unity Lewis number. No rigorous e stimate of e rror is 
generated, and little justification of the physical model is attempted. (14) 
The procedure is remote from exactness and limited in scope, but 
physical ins i ght coupled wi th the (generally accepted but seldom proven) 
notion that the relaxation time is only weakly dependent on the nature of 
the restrictions 011 and t he form of the perturbation p rovide a feeling of 
credibility for the attack. Each of the steps listed above will be dis-
cussed under separate headings below. 
-7-
II. A SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF THE NONSTEADY FLAME 
First assume that an adequate simplified model of the flame is 
to be given by a finite length in which all processes occur. (7, 14, 16) In 
other words, let us attach a coordinate system to the hot end of the 
flame. For all positive x , all observablee are constant, and for all 
x ,( - LT all observables are a gain constant. Physically this cannot 
be a bad approximation, for flames are generally observed to be of mU-
limeter measurable thickness. (18,19, 20) Mathematically, it is permis-
sible to attach the coordinate system to the (possibly) accelerating hot 
end of the flame because all inertial effects have been disregarded in 
formulating the problem . This assumption may seem trivial, but is of 
fundamental importance to the application of the integral method. Em-
mons, et al. (21) have demonstrated by numerical calculation the In-
sensitivity of flame speed to the initial temperature derivative assumed, 
thus fortifying the physical -reasoning conclusion that the mathematically 
troublesome cold boundary has little to do with determining the observ-
able characteristics of the steady flame. This conclusion i8 carried 
over into the transient calculation here, and T is assumed to go to To 
with zero slope. This m ight be viewed as a finite-distance "heat front" 
approximation to the conduction-heating portion of the flame upstream . 
The same applies as a I1diffusion front" approximation in the unity 
Lewis nUn'lber case. 
The arbitrary iorcing of the hot end temperature profile to a 
limit with zero slope must be treated much more gingerly. Von KarmAn 
early recognized and often emphasized the dominant importance of the 
hot end of tile flame zone. (1-3) Thus although an arbitl°ary, .zero end 
-8-
slope approximate profile will be used later to evaluate certain inte M 
grals. a special treatment of the reaction-rate integral will involve the 
Karman-Millan(3) steady-state hot boundary expansion. Thus it is felt 
that the relevant and important physical processes are not being mis-
treated by this approximation -- rather it is m.ade to strengthen as well 
as e:l..-pedite the calculations. 
The second major step in constructing a simple model is the 
assumption that. initial and final fluid properties are unaltered under 
perturbation. That is. Yo' Po' and To' as well as p£ and T£ d o 
not change during the l·elaxation process. Thus we permit velocity per-
turbation and/or length-scale perturbation. but not density. temperature 
or fuel mixture perturbation. These restrictions are defended on the 
basis that any perturbation calculation assu..>nes sOme restrictive form 
of variation, (7. 16) which may not even be physically realizable -- the 
same physical-ioltuitive rationalization which justifies t..lmt procedure 
justifies t!:J.e restrictions placed on this calculation. Furthermore. the 
variations admitted here are certainly realizable. Again the restric~ 
tions are felt not to i mpah- any fundamental mechanism of relaxation. 
but are imposed for the sake of convenience. 
The third and final step in the construction of t..he flame model is 
the most tenuous a..,d least susceptible to justification. It is assumed at 
this point that T is a function of x/LT(t) only. and n is a function of 
x/Ln(t) only . A s a means of rationalizing t..'1.is "similarity a.ssumption". 
consider the :following (typical) argument. If we employ steps one and 
ti.V'o in this model -construction and integrate the continuity equation 
from - LT(t) to O . we find: 
!!.£t "8 dx + 
o r a: (pU )dx =:r 
J 
- L r .... J. 
-9-
Writine p for average density, we have: 
(2. 1) 
(2. 2) 
an elaborate expression of the conservation of mass. Note that the 
"similarity" assumpiioll has not yet been imposed, for Wlder that as-
sumption p becomes a constant in time. Now let uS recall the defini-
tion of LT ' It is clefined as that distance which lies between the points 
where initial and final gas conditions are reached -- and herein we re-
quh-e that such conditions are met with zero slope. Therefore, the only 
mechanism by which p can change is through distortion of the profile 
p(x) in time. Since we permi t no changes in initial and final conditions, 
the only distortions which appear physically realizable are depressi on of 
the p(x) profile near x = - L T , elevation of the profile near x = 0, 
and steepening or lessening the slope near the middle of the zone. In 
the first case , LT is forced to increase. encompassing more high-
density cold gas; in the second. LT must be increased at the other 
end, taking in =oro low density hot gas. Both effects tend to stabiUze 
p . obviously. In the other caees, the physical processes are easily 
duplicated by e::-cpa..'lding or contracting the length s cale, without di sturb-
ing the end conditions -- i. c •• by representing p as p ( "/LT(t» • 
The above discussion mayor may not convince the reader of the 
sOWldness of the assumption of "similarity" for this restricted problem. 
The author feels that it ie not an inherently WlsoWld approximation. as 
-10-
it leaves the basic physical p rocesses free to operate, thus forcing LT 
to describe, as best it can, what is occurring. But with or without jus-
ti£ication, t he appro,dmation is inserted at tP.is point into the simplified 
transient flam e n'lodel. The dividend in ease of calculation is generous , 
for all average qua.."ltities are thell invariant. 
UndeT the similarity assumption, p" p (x/LT ) , equation (2. Z) 
becomes simply: 
_ dL
T (p - po) <It + PfUf - PoU o = O . 
The physical interpretation of this and other integrals will be discussed 
m ore fully in the following section. 
m. DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRAL RELA'IlONS 
Each of the conservation equa1lons will be integrated through the 
flame, using the restrictions of the eimplified model outlined above. A 
useful integral relationship is given first; 
'ihe conservation of mass equation (2.2 above) Is then: 
dL ( 0 ~ 
atT ( JIP(Y)dY . Po ) + PfUf - PoUo = O . (3. Z) 
Physically, the first term represents the rate of increase of mass con-
fined in the flame thickness; the second term is the rate at which mass 
is ingested by virtue of the expansion of the flame thickness; the last 
two terms are the convective efflux and influx contributions to the stored 
rnas s. 
The equation for the conservation of energy is simplified if C p 
is replaced everywhere by "C"p • and use is made of the perfect gas re-
lation pT = constant. Then equation (1 .2) becomes: 
CpT au - ~ (k ~) + P n C (Tf - T ) W (T) • p ax - ax ox p 0 
On integration through the flame there results: 
('; P T r Uf- U ] = ~ (T -1' ) P _ 0 p f 0 
o J npW(T) dx 
-LT 
(3. 3) 
(3.4) 
which is a statement to the effect that the efflux of energy (first term, 
lhs) is greater than the influx of energy (second term, 1hs) by the 
amoWlt of heat liberated by chemical reaction per Wlit time within the 
-12-
flame. Conduction of heat into or out of the zone is zero because ¥X 
has been assumed zero at the ends of the zone. The fact that there ap-
pear no storage-oi-energy terms if) not due to the restrictions on the 
problem discussed in Chapter two . but is a direct consequence of the 
·perfect gas law/constant p ressure/constant (mean) specific heat as-
sumptions . If a rate-oi-change of stored energy term were added. of 
the form: 
d 
at 
o J P <:'p T dx = storage rate 
-LT 
(3 . 5) 
it would be exactly balanced by the i ncreased influx rate due to the 
flame zone rate of expansion: 
dLT 
Po -Cp To at = expansion-influx term • (3.6) 
Thus the same mechanism which removes the time derivative from the 
differential form of the energy equation removes the length dependence 
from the integrated energy equation -- i. e .• t he assumed constancy of 
pT and C • 
P 
The integration of the diffusion-free species conservation equa-
tion (1. 3) brings to light the possibility that n could have a different 
x 
characteristic length from T . Thus it is assumed that n = n (L (t) ) . 
n 
with Ln < LT' Integrating ( 1. 3) gives. then: 
o a J it- (pn) + 
-LT 
o a J ax (pUn)dx = 
- L T 
o J pnW (T)dx 
- L T 
(3 .7) 
d 
CIt 
- 13 -
dLT 
-p ~-pU =-
o ut 0 0 
E xpanding the first integral gives: 
o J pnW(T)dx. 
-LT 
(3 . 8) 
(3 . 9) 
The last integral can be easily approximated if Ln is m uch s maller 
than L T , for in that case 
o I (l - n) p dx );J Pf 
- L 
n 
o I ( l-n) dx 
- L 
n 
(3 . 10) 
I t will be shown later that in the diffusion-free case , Ln is ordinarily 
about (0. l)( L T ), thus making the lower bound estim ate of (3.10) a fairly 
accurate approxim ation. F or the m om ent, however, (3. 10) must be re-
ga rded as an appr oximation of unassessed validity. Using the lower 
bound of (3 . 10 ), equation (3 . S) becom es 
(3 . 11) 
the physical interpretation of which should be obvious. 
In order to assess, in som e degree, the influence of diffusion 
on the properties of the transien t flame, equation (1 . 4) could be sub-
stitutod for (1 . 3). But, of course, if (1. 4) Is integrated through the 
-14-
flame . the result should be identical to what was already obtained using 
(1. 3) because D enters multiplied by anI ax , vanishing at both limits. 
Therefore, a special case is chosen which permits an immediate simi-
larity identification to be made . Wri ting the energy equati on (1. 2) in 
a 8 
at (pG) + ax (pUG) = 1 
'Cp 
fx (k ~: ) - p n W (T) 
which is remarkably similar to the species equation (1. 4): 
a a a an at (pn) + ax (pUn) :: ax (pD ax) - p n W(T ) 
(3 . 12) 
(3 . 13) 
Now if pD = k/ 'Cp ' n and G satisfy the same equation. It i s true 
t.~at f01· a one-component gas, simple kinetic theory p redicts the di-
mensionles s group I<::'''lOWll as the "Lewis number" to be constant: 
Le :: k :: constant of 0 (1) • (3 . 14) 
So it is not a highly reasonable aGsumptlon to equate the Lewis number 
to unity. thus malting G and n satisfy the eame equation. If the fur-
ther restriction is imposed that 
G(:y .. t:: 0) = n(x,t = 0) , (3. 15) 
then G and n are equal for all time. This further restriction is 
easily admitted to the Simplified model and the other assumptions l.Ul -
derlying the calculations up to this point. So without further elabora-
tion, these two restrictions will be placed 011 the species equation with 
diffusion [ (3 . 14) and (3. 15)J • Therefore, in this case, the species 
conservation equation contributes the basic identi ty: 
(3 . 16) 
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which i m plies, of course, that 
L 1 = LT • 
n Le::: 1 
(3 . 17) 
At this point, "taking stock" of the set of equations generated 
reveals that they are insufficient in number to specify the dependent 
variables, Ln' L T, U 0 ' a..'ld Uf . Some further approximation might 
b e made to supplem ent these equations, or the differential equations 
m ight be invoked to give a relationship between variables at some point 
in the range of integration. (For example, one m i ght write the continu-
ity of m ass equation in the form 
x dL T d (pU) = -:z at d(x/L ) 
:r..r T 
1 d 
+ LT d(xlL
T
, (pU) = 0, 
then, assuming some profiles for p and U as functions of x/LT , 
evaluate the expression at some value of x/LT and impose this as a 
supplementary equation.) But to do so would be to ignore one of the 
powerful tools available to the integral method - - the imposition of in-
tegral conditions on the solution. Use of the integral method allows 
complete liberty in constructing " moments" of the equations employed. 
To illustrate the principle involved, consider the following sim-
pIe example: 
r (y) = f(x. y) (3 . 18 ) 
........ here I (y) is S0111e non-linear operation on y . Now suppose that, 
as in the restricted fialne problem above, variations of y occur only 
over a limited region a ~ x ~ b , with well-defined boundary condi-
. tions . If some approximate expression y(x) is assumed, with some 
loose parameters to adjust for some degree of "fit". then the integral 
m ethod permits the impOSition of a number of integral conditions on 
-16-
this assumed f"::);1,'111. untU the number of equations generate d is sufficient 
to specify the parameters. For instance; 
y(b) J r (y) dy = 
y(a) 
y(b) J {(x. y)dy 
y(a) 
But as well one can impose "moments" of the form: 
y(b) J r(y)· N y dy = 
y(a) 
N x dx :;: 
y(b) J N I(x, y)y dy 
yta) 
b J [(x. y) xN dx 
a 
(3 . 19) 
(3. ZO) 
(3. 21) 
or of any other form felt suitable to the problem. There is little de-
gree of assurance that in general the "solution" thus obtained is of a 
desired accuracy. but there is the strict assurance that the approximate 
result satisfies at least as many integral relations as have been i m-
posed -- relatiolls ... vhich the exact solution also would have to satisfy. 
Intuitively one feels that the procedure here is somewhat altin to the 
steps taken hl performing a Fourier series expansion of a defined func-
tion, and that the agreement of the appro:;dma.te with the exact expres-
sion ia better on the average with this type of condition imposed than 
would be expected if a "point expansion" were employed. 
In any event. the opportunity to impose an integral rather than a 
point condition on the solution will not be ignored here. It w'ould be 
physically pleasing to be able to generate an equation which has some 
understandable physical interpretation. This could be done. for ex-
am.ple. by dividing the energy equation through by T -- on integration 
-17-
one would obtain a gross entropy-continuity relationship. But it is also 
important to make the most of the existing knowledge about the flame 
structure and the processes occurring in the flame. Specifically. it is 
felt that it is more important to emphasize the dominant hot end of the 
flame by weighting integrals towards tha t end than to be able to physi-
cally interpret the resulting expression. (To weight the cold end of the 
flame. division by T would suffice; to weight the "middle" of the flame . 
multiplica.tion by aT/ax would do; to weight the hot end of the flame , 
multiplication by T is i mplicated. ) So for this reason. and because 
the results are easily managed. the energy equation will be multiplied 
by the temperature and integr ated through ilie flame. The expression 
so derived will be a genuine requirement of the sol ution in an "average" 
sense, and will be a differential equation relating Uo ' Uf ' and LT ' 
vaguely resembling an entropy equation. Writing t he energy equation in 
the form 
au a aT ~ -p T'C -= = ~- (Ie ---=) + pn.... ( T f - T ) W ( T) • p ox O:JC ax p 0 (3 . 22) 
multiply both sides by T and integrate. 
o J nW(T)dx 
- L T (3 . 23) 
The m athematical manipulations will requi re an expression for 
U(x /L T ) . which can be obtained from the continuity equation in the 
form of (3 . 18): 
(3 . 24) 
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Integrating: 
[ 
x/L x/LT ] 
= d~T yp 1_ 1 T_ ~1 pdy 
dL...., f __ J. X pU = P U + --:n- -L p + p -o 0 Ut; T 0 X/L'T' 1 J -p(y)dy 
- 1 
Integrate (3 . 23) by parts and obtain: 
~T p p 
o 
+ pe!pT(Tf- T O) J nV{(T )d:l~ 
- L T 
ore! f U T - U T - JO U dT(y) d ] = __ 1_ P P £ f 0 0 dy y L~ 
-1 .I. 
o 
+ pT"C"p(TC 1'O) J nW('l')dx 
- L T 
The task at hand is to integrate the term 
o 
I = J U ~~ dy • 
-1 
Using (3 . 26). 
(3 . 25) 
(3 . 26 ) 
(3 . 27) 
(3. 28) 
(3 . 29 ) 
o 
I = J dT(y) dy 
- 1 
-1 9-
o U + T ,_ + 0 f P dL P p(y) 0 I:lt ~ Pm 
Therefore 
T 
J f dT dT ~T I=pU - +-:orr-o 0 p ut f 
0 0 T f 
Ty l_ l - J T(y)dy + Po J ~T_ 
To -1 T 
o 
o Y J 
-J ! ~~ J p(s)ds dy 
- 1 - 1 
O r 
where 
o y 
J = rp d~ p( s)ds dy = J T d""' (J ) 
- 1 0 0 -1 
[ tTZ J y p(s )ds 
-1 
y=O 0 } 
-J '~TZp dy 
y= -l - 1 
(3 . 31) 
(3 . 33) 
(3 . 34) 
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1 t ~2 JO ely fO ,." J = iT if 1'TYT - i(y)dy. 
-1 - 1 
(3 . 3 5) 
Hence for I is obtained 
Using this expression in (3.28) gives 
1 
= - IJ'I~ (3 . 37) 
which simplifies to the form: 
I) 22 
J T (Y)+Tf 'I'{yJ 
-1 
1 k£ 
::: -----
LT "?;pPfTf 
o J n W(T)dy 
-~ 
..... T 
(3 . 38) 
This equation. together with the three others derived above. specifies 
LT(t) . Ln(t) . Uo(t) . and Uf{t) . once the profile T( x/LT(t» ) is 
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known. It m ust be obvious at this point. however. that no attempt will 
be m ade to insert a c umbe rsome expression for T into the integrands 
above - - instead. the profile for T(x) will be approximated by some 
"reasona.ble looking" functions 3.11d the coefficients obtained for the dif-
!erentia.1 equations in that manner. Before this is done , h owever. it will 
be necessary to make a more adequate approximation to the highly-
sensitive rate integral 
o 
Ix = J n T 10 W(T) d (x/LT ) 
-1 
l" = -1.0 (3.39) 
which appears s o often. It would not be legitim ate to ignore the fac t 
that singular nature might be introduced into the steady-state results by 
virtue of an arbitrary profile inserted into (3.39). Just for tidy house-
l~eeping, however, the set of equations to be solved in the two cases 
are grouped together and put into a standard form to close this cha.pter. 
The dimensionless temperature ratio TIT! = 8 will be used. 
Conservation of mass 
Conservation of energy 
o 
Uf-Uo = (I -go) J ~ W(T)dx 
-LT 
Conservation of fuel species 
(3 . 40) 
(3. 41) 
-zz-
(a) Thermal Theory 
(b) Unity Lewis Nu.-nber 
n ::: 
r. - U =9 
n a a 
1 - 9 
1 - 9 a 
Temperature/Energy m oment equation 
o J 11 W(T ) dx 
- L T 
(3 . 42) 
(3 . 43) 
(3 . 44) 
In the following section, the von Karman type hot-boundary ap -
proximation is derived for the ~;vo cases, and the rate integrals are 
expressed in more manageable form . 
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IV. THE HO T BOUNDARY APPROXIMATIONS 
A physical look at the processes occurring in the steady-state 
laminar flame will be enlightening in the development of the hot bound -
ary approximation . A s menloned above, von Karman early recognized 
the significance of t he h ot boundary in dete rmining t he flam e speed, so 
the work of von Karman and Millan will be duplicated to some extent 
here to illustrate the reasoning which underlies the approximation. 
The steady-state equations of importance are written for the thermal 
theory case : 
Continuity of mass 
pU = m :: constant (4. 1) 
Conse rvat ion of energy 
.. dT 
m-e (T- T )::: k .,- - ~ ( Tf- T )m(n-l) p 0 u x p 0 (4. Z) 
Conse rvat ion of fuel species 
m ~ = - pnW(T) (4. 3) 
It i s important to recognize at this p oint the character of W(T). 
T his function , the "react ion rate " , is generally expr essed as 
(4. 4) 
a semi - empi rical e xpression used to correlate experimental d ata. usu-
ally with r = .~ or o . The di mensional constant B is a measure of the 
frequency of collisions between molecules, and is known as the "ire-
quency facto r " . T is t he "activation te m perature" , and in all the 
a 
work presented herein it is understood that 
( .<1:. 5) 
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Thus W(To) is completely negligible and (4.4) has a pronounced end-
p oint m aximum at T = Tf . By a consideration of this factor alone i t is 
evident that by far the g reatest p ortion of chemical activity occurs i n 
the region near t he hot boundary of the flam e. In fact, many t heoret i-
cians have b ased flame speed theories on a "two-zone" calculation 
founded on the physical m odel that the early, cold - boundary s i de of the 
flame is to be described by a constani:-composition gas ( Vi ( T) = 0 , 
n = 1 ) undergoi ng p reliminary heating, while the late r , hot - boundary 
side of the flame is dominated by chem ical heat release balanced by 
heat conduct i on. The m atching p oint of such solutions is to be inter-
prei:ed physically as the p oint a t which the gas is heated to ;'ignition 
temperature", after which it can react, but before which it cannot. 
/ / . Von Karm an l oeasoned that the "1gnition temperature:l then , 
being mostly a mathe m atical a r tifice, could have little p hysical signif-
icance and hence the flam e speed should be h ighly insensitive to its as-
sumed value. Hi s calculations verified this . (3 ) Furtherm ore, as the 
cold-side temperature ploofile is 80 completely established, the success 
of a theory i s generally a monotonic function of how well the hot~side 
profile is appro:dm ated. This, he reasoned, is not accidental -~ the 
unique, identifying (and hence controlling) p ortion of the £lame struc-
ture is the chem ically- r eacting h ot bounda ry zone. T he appropriate 
calculation is therefore one which concentrates on accurately represent~ 
i ng the structure of the flam e as the compos i t ion a pproaches that of the 
burnt gas, and the temperature approaches its upper lim it. 
To effect such a calculation, in light of the above arguments, 
divide the expreSSion for the composition del"ivative by the expression 
for the temperature derivative, obtaining: 
mdn E"l'" :: 
Defining 
A= 
mle p 1 
W(T) , f 
-Z5-
-pnW(T ) 
W(T) = W(Tf ) w(9) 
and using the dimensionless temperature notation, this becomes : 
A dn _ - 9nw(9) 
<m - e - 9 - (1 - 9 )(1 - n) • 
o 0 
(4. 6) 
(4. 7) 
(4.8) 
Equation( 4.8) is singular at 9 = 1 , n:: 0 it appears, unless the nu-
merator vanishes equally as rapidly as the denominator. Physically, 
however, a singularity cannot be permi tted - - but neither can a zero 
slope of . n(e) be permitted if the statement of strong chemical activity 
in the boundary zone is meaningful . What is required, then, is regu-
larity of (4.8) at the boundary point. Expanding n about Q = 1 gives, 
then: 
n ~ 0 -1- (~) • (9 - 1) + • • . 
9=1 
(4. 10) 
Inserting this expressi on into (4.8) provides: 
(4.10) 
Using (4. 10) in (4.9) and (4. 9) then in (4. 2) gives rise to 
(4.11 ) 
One can see easily that s ince w(9) ha s a sharp end-point max-
imum at 9:: 1 , the lnte gral of (4. 8) w i ll be nearly independent of the 
lower lim it -- i. e. , the " ignition temperature . " The value of 71. is 
given numerically by integrating both sides of (4.8) with an adequate 
approximation for n(9) near the hot boundary. The app.roximation 
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given by (4. 10 ) is sufficient to give eneineering accuracy answers or to 
serve as a method of correlating experimental da ta. It is eas ily rec-
ognized that ), is of the order Ilea ' hence for later simplicity t he 
.... - 1 * factor (1 + J\ ) i n (4. 11) will be taken as unity. Thus a " zeroth 
approximation" to the ratio of n/( ~) is: 
L i m / ( d 9 ) = [ pU'Cp (1_9»)-1 
n_O n C!X k 0') (4. 12) 
for the steady-state case . 
At this point another basic step ente rs the calculation procedure . 
Since it is desired tha t the transient flam e solution wed s m oothly to the 
steady-state condition (since s m all disturbances from normal steady 
conditions were assumed at the outset). and since neither enol' 11. 
was allowed pertur bation in p rofile anyway. the limit (4. 12) will be 
used to a pproximate t..~e rate integrals in the therm al theory calcula-
tions . Let us see physically to what this corresponds. Writing (4.12) 
as 
(4. 13) 
its interpretation is clear: heat conduction balances the chemical heat 
release at the hot b oundary. In other words. most of the density vari-
ation and fluid acceleration has already been accomplished. rendering 
convective terms ineffective in transporting heat generated by the re-
action. s o heat conduction alone remains to do the job. This is not an 
unappealing p icture of the process. and it seems to contain the vital 
'" - 1 ~ (1 -( A ) c an b.e approximated by the term (1 ~ ). where r1-1-
o is 0(1 /9 ) . for m ore accuracy. 
a 
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mechanism of flame p~opagation. Applied to the non-steady problem, 
this relation implies that small time fluctuations of density and velocity 
are equally ineffective at heat removal , a..'"ld thai time fluctuations of 
chemical composition contribute negligibly compared to the steady-
state heat release. 
Next the unity Lewis number case must be considered, and an 
appropriate hot-end approximation generated. In this case there exists 
the identity: 
1 - 9 
n = 1 - 9 o 
(4. 14 ) 
which is striltingly similar to the previous case. To derive the appro-
priate hot-end approximation - - in this case for (1-9 >1< ~) , look to 
the energy equation: 
(4. 15) 
On the physical basis that a u /ax should have small significance at the 
hot boundary, expand the equation about T = T f , with the left-hand side 
set equal to ze r oo 
1j2T Tf- T { " ~ I } o = k f -::-z + pf"C (Tf-T ) T -T W(Tf ) + (T- l.f)W (Tf ) + ••• (4.16) ax p 0 f 0 
Ignoring second o r der terms in (T-Tf ) gives 
(4. 17 ) 
the soluti on to which is an exponential form 
1 - 6 = A exp (-bx) (4. 18) 
with 
(4. 19) 
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Hence the ratio of importance is given by: 
/ De (kf )t ( 1 - e) ( r;:-:) = lIb = • v X ,... ' ,IT Pf'-'p . , f 
Consider now the rate integrals of the pl'evious c hapter: 
o 
I 
"' J-JT 
n 
'9 W(T)dx 
o 
r n W(T)dx 
J 
-LT 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
In order to evaluate these crmsistently with the steady-state results of 
accepted theory, insert the approximate expressions derived above, 
change to variable of integration to e, and find: 
Thermal Theory 
1 
1 r d8 r:lr .J w(8)K(9) T (4.22) 
o e 
k f W f 
pfU£"'Cp 
1 
~ r w(8) K(9) de 
~ -" J 
o 9 
o 
o 
Unity Lewis Number 
1 
I - 9 o 
k W !. 1 
W( 1')d8 = (.l.2f ~ I w(~)d6 
p£l! 0 8 
1 r w(9) de 
~e 
o 
p 0 
(4. 23) 
(4.24) 
(4. 25) 
These approximations for the rate integrals are henceforth 
d ivorced from the arbitrariness of assumed temperature and composi-
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tion profiles. Thus these profiles are relegated to the insensitive role 
of determining constant coefficients in the d1£t'erential equatiOillS for 
LT and Ln . Several profiles will be used for this purpose, and the 
sensitivity of the results to profile choice will be evaluated. Before 
passing on to the solution for relaxation time, further use should be 
made of the result for the thermal theory (4. 10) in justifying the length-
scale argument preceding the approximation of (3. 10). Recall that the 
use of the lower bound estim ate of (3. 10) was based on the fact that 
Ln < LT by Borne factor. It is possible now to mo;re nearly prove the 
statement, since it is required of the profiles that: 
dn) . Q9" :: 
hot end 
(4.26) 
If the r estriction is made that the profile shapes are similar 
8(x/LT ) - 9 Shape (1 - n(x/L
n
») = Shape ( 1 _ 9 0) 
o 
(4. 27) 
then (4. 26) translates into a requirement on Ln/LT: 
1 dn 
dn L U(x7Ln J LT ~1--io1 -1 ( I + A ) n d9 = 1 = Ln = 1 - e d9 A LT' d(xlLT } 0 
(4.28 ) 
Hence the restriction: 
LT/ Ln ~ (1 + >..-1) (4. 29) 
-1 and as 1\ = 0(6
a 
). then LT is ordinarily about one order of magni -
tude greater than L • as mentioned in defense of (3. 10). This re-
n 
striction, along with (4.27), insures that the profiles are compatible 
with the hot-end conditions and strengthens the assumptions underl ying 
the hot-end calculations by restricting the length scale of c hemical 
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activity to a region near the hot boundary. 
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V. SOLUTION FOR RELAXA nON TIME 
F rom this point on, the derivation is largely a matter of al-
gebra. All the pertinent physics has been introduced, the approxima-
tiona exhibited and discussed on physical grounds. Wha t remains is 
the calculation and presentation of the relaxation time, the flame 
speed, and the flame thicknesses as they have been specified by the 
above work. No new concepts, approximations, or interpretations are 
introduced until the results are discussed in the following section. 
The equations to be dealt with are listed below: 
Thermal Theory 
.r. - U n 0 
[ 
0 1+9 2 J 1+92 d) f ( 0 - 1+e (y)~ L - U + 0 U 
zq- 29(y) r Y T f -z-r 0 
-1 0 0 
1 
= 
1 K (9)w(9)d9 
B 
o 
(5. 1 ) 
(5. Z) 
(5. 3) 
(5. 4) 
Unity Lewis Number 
e) same as (a) above 
(5. 5) 
(5. 6) 
(5. 7) 
In order to facilitate the algebra to follow. a list of abbrevia.ted 
s ytnbols is given: 
0 
80 1 = 1 - " J dy 0 '9lY} 
-1 
(5. 8) 
1 + 9 2 
0 
3.Z = c:g-- (5. 9) 
0 
0 
1 + 92 
a Z - J a 3 = --zw- dy 
-1 
(5.10) 
0 
b 1 :: 60 [J (1 - n(Y» ) dY] 
-1 
(5. 11) 
UZ 
k W kiWI f £ 
= -- = (5 .12 ) 
Pf~p P ~ Q o P 0 
1 
= J K( 9)w(B )dQ 
e 
o 
1 
= I w(Q)d8 
9
0 
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In terms of these s yn'lbols . the equa.tions a.loe simpler: 
(5. 13 ) 
(5. 14) 
(5. 15) 
(5. 16) 
(5. 17) 
(5. is) 
(5. 19 ) 
(5. 20) 
(5. Z 1) 
(5. 22) 
(5. 23) 
(5. 24) 
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Taldng first the set a) - d) . note that c) is superfluous to solu-
tion fo r L ...... (t) . Eliminate U from a) and d) by using b). 
J. 0 
(5.25) 
(5. 26) 
From these two equations eliminate Uf • leaving 
::: 0 • (5. 27) 
Since by definition 
Z 
a Z - 1 = (1-8 ) /28 o 0 
Z 1 - e a Z = (1-8 ) /2 o 0 (5. 28) 
a factor cancels from (5. 27). leaving 
f a l 1;:; -a3; LT -tMl -MZ ~ } y,: + ~T = 0 . (5. 29) 
From ~5 . Z9) 
hence (5. Z5 ) becomes: 
F urther 8hort!k~"1d abb reviation 
~/r 1 1+90 
B = ~-~1 lVi 2 e;, 
(5. 30) 
1-8 "'. 
( 0 )r:. ,~ --z;- a I -a3 T + y:-
o T 
-("'ICMT-l --.lr+':""'"1<S-O-)----.:;;... = 0 • 
~ - Z (5. 31) 
(5. 32) 
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( > 0) (5. 33) 
simplifies this to the form 
:: o. (5. 34) 
Let 
(5. 35) 
(5. 36) 
Clearing fractions results in : 
= 0 • 
(5. 37) 
Substituting again. 
(5. 38) 
m akes the equation t ake the fo rm 
. 2 . 
- c(y- ) + 2P( }-..) + ()'-) ::;: 0 (5.39) 
where 
d..= :> 0 (5. 40 ) 
(a1B 1+ZB Z)N 
fl ::;: 4B tM Z(l -9 o)UZ :> 0 (5. 41) 
From this equation 
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(5. 42) 
Sinc e the steady-state value of )A- is zero from (5. 39). the negative 
sign I" .. "lust be cho!;len for stabUity. Hence . setting 
gives the e qua.tion 
• 
- 2 ~ S (l - S) = ~ . 
Let S = ~(t=O). Then t he solution to (5 . 44) is: 
o 
(5. 43) 
(5. 44) 
(5. 45) 
Although the functional form of LT(t) m ay be mysteriously hidden in 
this relationship. clearly LT is a m onotonic function of (t /Zf.l) and it 
can be concluded that the "relaxation t ime" is just Z!3 . This fact is 
rnol'e transparent when one realizes that ?- is proportional to 
2 02 0 LT(t) - LT ' where LT is the steady-state value. s o that for very 
small di sturbances from equilibrium , 
(5. 46) 
Going back to (5. 38) and the definition of "fJ • it can be seen that 
Z Nz (LOT) '" (5 47) 
B 2UZM (1 - 9 ) . -
1 Z 0 
hence 
1 L~ 4 
ci.. = 4' (l'r ) B Z(a1 B 1+BZ) (5. 48) 
0 
I L~ 2 
P ::: "4 (y ) (aiB I + ZB Z) N (5. 49) 
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(5. 50) 
(5. 5 1) 
(5 . 52) 
Since 
B 3 = al B I + B Z ' (5. 53 ) 
clearly j-J.-d./ [3 2 is of t he orde r (Li(t)/L~Z - 1) . 
The derivation of (5 . 46) from (5 . 42) then follows by assuming 
\ .L '~(t ) I ~ 1 and linearizing . 
L ", 
• The results of these calculations are, t hen, that the relaxation 
time, tR , i s given by 
t R = 2~ = ~(alBl +ZB 2)(L~)2/N 
Steady state r esults follow immediately, giving 
1 
L 0 I(k / W -e)2 = T 0 f Po p 
"\ I M2 
= U 90 V 1-8 
o 
(5. 54) 
(5. 5S) 
(5. 56 ) 
S 3/4 M l /Z o doZ 
where the assumption has been made that: 
1 
k(Q) = kfK(9) ::: Iffkf 
(5. 59) 
(5. 60) 
(5. 61) 
The above expressions al'e plotted and displayed for a chosen temper-
ature profile. The details of the calculations are discussed in the next 
section, and await the s olution of the unity Lewi s number case below. 
In the unit.1' Lewis number set of equations. first eliminate Uf 
from equations a) and h). leaving: 
a') alLT + U - 9 (U + UM:~) = 0 o 0 0 -'" (5. (2) 
N 
hI) a..,L'f' + aZU - (U + UM,,) - -L + UM3 = 0 ::J ~ 0 0 " T (5. 63) 
Using (5. 6 2 ) to eli:mina.te U 0 il"om (5. 63) results in: 
o = a 3I':'T - ~~ + U(:M3 - M4 > -:- (l-aZ~alLT - 8o UM4 )/(1 - 90 ))· (5 . 64) 
R ecalling the definition of a Z results in some sim plification: 
l-e 't\1 ( 1+9 ) 
LT (a3 -.~ a 1) - Li.T + U M3 - :rv1.4 (-.r) = 0 • (5. 65 ) 
• ,laking the substitution 
(5. 66) 
~""lcl recalling the defin ition of B Z gives then 
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The solution \:0 this equation is 
- ¢ /N -~o/N C · tItR 
6 e = m e 
. ' 0 
where the rel:u::ation time tk. is given by 
NB Z t' -
R - U2M 2 (M3 1 + 90 )2 
4- M4 - Z 
The steady-state thermal length is given by 
N 
while the flam e speed is given by (5 . 62) as : 
90 M4 U: = u 1 _ 9 
o 
The dimensionless groups in this case are exhib ited : 
L o 1(1- 1'/- ?O' )l/Z T ~, ,V.p v o _ 0 p 
1+0 
o 
z 
(5. 67) 
(5. 68) 
(5. 69 ) 
(5. 70) 
(5 . 71) 
(5 . 72) 
(5. 73) 
(5 . 74) 
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o 
t' v;r :: R f 
B Jel/2 (d9)Zd 2 tty Y 
-1 (5. 75) 
where again it has been assumed that: 
(5. 76) 
In the following section the integrals employed herein are 
evaluated. some discussion of accuracy Is presented. comparison 
with steady- state flame theory is effected, the effect of profile choice 
is estimated, and the expressions given above are plotted for ease of 
use. It is suggested that the form and content of this analysis and its 
resulte best suits it for experimental- result correlation and order-of-
magnitude estimate endeavors. 
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Vl. :NUMERlCAL RESULTS 
As indicated above. this section contains primarily the m athe-
matical details of computation. Comparison of flame-speed expres-
sions with more exact steady-state theory is effected at the end of this 
section. and figures displaying numerical results close the c hapter. 
In order to evaluate the constants appearing in the results and 
simultaneously to gauge the sensitivity of the results to profile choice. 
three te:.nperature profiles are selected: 
1) lineal' 
2 3) cos 
2 {1 = 9 -I- (1 - 8 )cos 
o 0 
1T X 
Z LT = 
x > 
LT 
, 
.. z 
(6. 1) 
(6. 2) 
(6 . 3) 
The mean values of 9 and 9- 1 as determined by these profiles are 
. exhibited below: 
1) linear 
o 
1J = JS(X)d (X)= r.;-r;:-
-1 
(6, 4) 
2) bi-parabolic 
2 3) c os 
= f9~itan-l~~.£ )t)+tanIl-l«(~)i)] 
(2 (l-e()} )-1 
~ = (1 + 9 ) /2 
o 
;;r '" 9-t 
o 
(6. 6) 
(6. 7) 
(6. 8) 
(6. 9) 
Since ~ is the same in all three cases, clearly only a com -
p a r ison of the value of ;::r is required to gain som e feeling fo r t he 
sensitivity of the solution to profile c h oice. The table below is an 
evaluation of ;;r for the three cases over a wide range of 9
0
, to 
slide rule accuracy. 
- -
9 = 0 . 10 O. 15 0 . 20 0 0. 25 0.30 0.35 0. 40 0. 50 0.60 
linear 2. 56 2. 23 2. 01 1. 85 1.12 1. 62 1. 53 1. 39 1. 2a 
-
b i-para bolic 3. 27 2. 65 2.28 2. 0 3 1. 85 1. 71 1. 60 1. 4Z 1. 30 
cos 2 3 . 16 2. 58 2. 24 2. 00 1. 83 1. 69 1. 58 1. 40 1. 29 
:-:-r T able of Values of e for Three P rofiles 
Although the m aximum differenc e between the bi-parabolic and 
coal profiles is given by 
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(Ll.(:l) ~ • 028 (1 - e ) 
max 0 (6. 10) 
still the greatest difference i~ ;=-r shown in the table is less than 
3. 5 per cent. The linear profile is cle a r l y a very poor approximation, 
and yet the worst discrepancy wi th the more reasonable bi-parabolic 
profile is only 22 per cent. Thus a conclusion can be reac hed that the 
choice of profile will not affect the results by an order of magnitude, 
and that a "reasonable" profile wUI provide results essentially inde -
pendent of the exact nature of the profile. 
Another profile-dependent integral i s the expression: 
o 1 2 
I (8 ) = J gi! (dQ) dy K 0 Qy 
- 1 
(6. 11) 
which is tabulated below for the bi-par abolic profile . 
e = O. 10 O. 15 0. 20 0 0 . 25 0. 30 0. 35 0. 40 Q. 50 0. 60 
IK(6o ) = .485 . 445 . 40 3 . 363 . 325 . 286 .249 • 179 • 115 
The coa 2 profile gives an ugly expression, and the linear profile is 
clearly inadequate for the more sensitive IK integral. * Because of 
-:-:T the similarity of the two results for 8 , i t is probable that the above 
i;able is very close to the values that would be given by the cos 2 profile 
as well. In fact , the greatest deviation of the integrands for t he two 
* Yet the d ifference i n values of IK (8
o
) from the bi - par abolic values 
is ~ 2.0 per cent everywhere. 
cases is given by: 
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2 L.. O. Z ( 1 - 9 ) 
- 0 
(6. 12) 
which, if extended over 1/4 of the range of integration, would result in 
a m aximum deviation of IK 's of about 8 . 5 per cent to a minimum. 
deviation of about 7 . 0 per cent. This k ind of error can only be deemed 
inconsequential at the present point in these calculati ons . 
Another integ ral required to f UI out the numerical results is of 
the form: 
1 
Ip{9a ) = exp (ga) f 9P exp ( - 9a /9)d9 
9 
o 
(6 . 13) 
which is a form l'esulting from the assumpti on of the reaction rate 
formula displayed earlier: 
(6. 14) 
With the restriction that 
exp (- 9 /9 )« exp ( - 9 ) . (6. 15) 
a 0 a 
the integral of (6. 13 ) m ay be extended to the lower limit of zero. An 
asymptotic seriC:<l for Ip(9
a
) is obtained by repeated partial integ ra-
tion, given by 
I (6 ) ~ f [1 -~ (1 -~ {I _lij+4 (1 - ... 
p a a a a_ a 
(6. 16) 
which is ' 'exact" if p+N vanishes fo r some integer. N , but otherwise a 
"best approxim ation" when term inated at p+N ~ 8
a
• In o r der to pre-
sent numerical data lim Hed mostly by the accuracy of the theory, 
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1 (9 ) p a w a s evaluated by m achine calculation 1'1 for the range of p rele"; 
vant to this work and for 3 ~ 9 f 15 . The following table displays the 
a 
results . 
Ba p = -1 1 0 1 1 -3' "2 
3 . 2621 . 2357 . 2137 . 1952 .1794 
4 . 2063 . 1393 .1746 • 1619 . 1508 
5 • 1704 . 1584 . 1479 . 1386 • l303 
6 . 1453 . 1363 • 128Ll • 1213 • 1148 
7 . 1266 • 1197 . 1135 . 1079 . 1027 
8 • 1123 · 1068 • 1018 . 0972 . 0929 
9 . 1009 · 0964: . 09ZZ . 0884 . 0819 
10 . 0916 . 0878 . 0844 . 0812 . 0782 
11 . 0833 . 0807 . 0777 . 0750 . 0724 
. 12 . 0773 . 0746 . 0721 . 0697 . 0675 
13 . 0717 . 0694 . 0672 . 0651 . 0632 
14 . 0669 . 0649 . 0629 . 0611 . 0594 
15 . 0627 . 0609 . 0592 . 0576 . 0560 
Table of the Integral Ip(9a ) 
For ease of presentation. the coa 2 profile will be employed for 
the evaluation of If and ~. while the IK(9
0
) integral will be under-
stood to be given by the bi-paraboli.c profile. Furthermore. it vtill be 
assumed that r = i- in the reaction rate expression. Using these 
* The author thanks Dr. James R . Lloyd who dev e l oped the program 
in the cou:.-se of his research and was 80 kind as to loan it for this 
evaluation. 
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restrictions, tJ.lC constants employed in the results can be written: 
_"-
1 -9 ;: 
o 
1 .. e 
o 
z 9 a 1 = 
o 
= 11(9a ) 
= I (9) o a 
(6. 17) 
(6. 18) 
(6. 19) 
(6. 20) 
(6. 21 ) 
(6 . ZZ) 
(6. 23) 
(6. 2.4) 
(6 . 25) 
Using these eJo.-pressions , the results of the above calculations 
become simply: 
Thermal Theory 
(6. 26) 
(6. 27) 
u o( C /k VI )1/2 = 
o Po P 0 £ 
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1 
I K (9 0 ) f+ 1 _ 9 2" tRW! = 0 I (9 ) (l(Qa) 1+QO ) o a 2 I (6 ) - -Z-
o a 
Unity Lewis Number 
] ~ -~; r1 Cl (9a ) Z(1+90~ ) Io(Qa' 
9 3 / 41 (9) 
o - 1/2 a 
1 - 8 o 
Recalling the definition of A in equation (4.7 ), 
pou;ep 
t. = 9 3/Zk W 
° ° f 
it can be written now as : 
A = I (9 )/(1 - 9 ) . 
° a ° 
(6. 28) 
1+90 y l 
• --z-
(6. 29) 
(6. 30) 
(6. 31) 
(6. 3Z) 
(6. 33) 
(6. 34) 
(6 . 35) 
Thus the length scale ratio fOl' the the r mal theory may be expressed 
as (see (4. 29) ): 
LO/Lo = 1+(1 - 9 )/1 (8 ). T n 0 0 a (6. 36) 
All of the expressions above which i nvolve the funct ion Ip (6
a
> can be 
simply modified to include the case of r = 0 for the temperature 
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exponent in the reaction rat e expression by the expedient of repla.cing 
I (9 ) by I d9a) . A .glance at the table of t (e
a
) will convince the p a P - 2 """P 
reader, however, that the difference is sUght. 
Before closing this chapter with a graphical presentation of 
results, the comparisons with flame propagation theory that a re pos -
sible should be made to gain some idea of the accuracy with which the 
steady-state situation is described. F ortunately. it is possible to 
compa re directly the expression for steady flame speed In the unity 
Lewis number case with an equivalent expression given in reference 
2. The von Kllrm£n "zeroth approximation" developed on the assump-
tion of unity Le wis nUlnber. first orde r reaction, and r = 0 in the 
reaction rate expreaoion, i s ¥iven by 
where 
eo~ (kfWf )~ ! UK = 1 _ e (20 ) 
o a Po?::p 
I 
Q = exp (e
a
) J (1 - e) exp (-Sa/B) d 9 • 
80 
The comparable e:tpression from this chapter would be 
The ratio of the two expressions is given, in this notation, bY': 
which is tabulated below for easy reference. 
(6. 37) 
(6. 38) 
(6.39) 
(6 . 40) 
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e '- S 5 a 7 9 11 13 15 
Uo/U 
o Ko = 
1. 04 0. 91 0. 86 0. 84 0. 81 0. 80 0. 80 
Tabular Com parison of Theoretical F lam e Speeds 
On the basis of the above comparison and the expressions given 
in reference 2, it is evident that the U~ generated herein is never 
m ore than 30 per cent in error of the "exact" solution over the range 
3 f e a ~ 15 • aJ,1.d if) indeed a better approximation than the first itera-
tion of Boys and Corner as reported in reference z. 
One furt.'1.er comparison with independent theory is possible, 
this being for the therrr.al theory flame speed. K!rmcfn and P enner(l) 
detail a thermal theory calculation of the steady-state flame speed for 
the ozone decomposition flame , the results of which can be hammered 
into the fornl 
(6 . 41) 
without chaneing any of their analysis or definitions . 
J Kp = Sa exp(9a ) · ~.Ei ( -eary/~-6a eXP(9a)~Eit-9aV( 1-90») 
(6. 4 Z) 
and E i is the exponential integral 
00 
- E i (-x) = J i- l e.xp (-t) dt 
x 
The thermal theory result derived here gives a value of 
J = I (9 ) , o 0 a 
(6. 43 ) 
(6. 44) 
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so the ratio of the flame speeds, in this notation, is simply: 
U~/UF:.p ::: ( 10(9a )(1 - 1_1(8aV/(1-90)/I_l(8a)] i 
This io tabulated below for an unfavorable value of 9 = 1/3 • 
o 
3 5 7 9 11 13 
0. 70 0. 81 0. 86 0. 88 0. 90 0 . 91 
CompariGO!l of. Theoretical Flame Speeds. (8 :: 1/3) 
o 
(6. 45) 
15 
0. 92 
For larger values of a 0 (which are less likely), the agreement i3 
slightly worse, but £01' sn"laller values it is slightly better. For the 
limiting case e == 0 , the com.parison is not m.uch different: 
o 
3 5 7 9 11 13 
0.78 0. 85 0.89 0.91 0.92 0. 93 
Com.parison of Theoretical Flame Speeds. (8
0 
~O) 
15 
0. 94 
The Klrm .:n - :;;:'onner solution for the ozone flame speed is shown in 
reference 1 to be high.ly accurate as compared to nmnerical integration 
of the equations, 60 the result derived here (which is essentially a 
"zeroth order" approximation, whereas the Klrrnk - P enner result is 
a "first order" apprOJdmation) is not far in error of the accurate solu-
!:ion to the steady-state equations. 
A comparison of flame thicknesses would be interesting and in-
formative, but theoretical estimates were not discovered in the litera-
ture. Measureznents, however, have been made on a reasonably 
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extensive scale(la , 19, 22), so a comparison with experimental data is 
carried out below. A word of caution, however ; the indefiniteness of 
the name "boundaries" is wellltnown, and the measured thickness of a 
flame is by no means independent of the method by which it was meas-
ured. But in any case, one should e"-"Pcct order-of-magnitude agree. 
ment and proper "trends " . 
- Comparison of relaxation ti:me expressions is not carried out 
because no similar expression was found with which to compare. Ex-
perimental data on relaxation time are spal'se(23, 24). 
In the comparison of flame thicknesses effected below. it wae 
not possible to obtain an appropriate value for W f (it seldom is in 
complicated processes) so it had to be deduced by using the measured 
value of name speed and the lmown value of thermal difiusivity in 
1 
conjunction wi,,!l the theoretical value of U 0 (p 'C /k Wf)Z given by 
o 0 P 0 
eo and El
a
• F urtherm ore. en was calculated on the assumption 
that the activation temperature for methane combustion is :;: 13,OOOoK. 
This p;"oceclure exemplifies the greatest value of an analysis 
such as this one - - it can be used to correlate and cross-checl~ ex-
perimental data after a few basic parameters are measured. In t..~is 
case, one requires any four paral'l'leters to deduce the other three. 
The g raphs are constructed in Buch a form as to expedite Buch pro-
cedure . 
o The table below lists experimental values of 9
0
, U
o
' and 
L 0 for three names taken from reference 24 . p and 'C were T op 
m easured by the same authors , but k was estimated from data in o . 
reference Z5, and the activation energy of 2.6 K cal/mole was adopted 
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from reference Z6. Each of the flames Is fed by a stoichiometric mix-
ture of oxygen and methane, with sufficient inert dUuent gas added to 
bring the proportions of the inert gas and oxygen to that of air (Oz and 
NZ) ' Thus each pre-mb:ed gas containe: 10 per cent CH4, 18. 4 per 
cent 0z' and 71. 6 per cent diluent by volume. 
'l<' k Z E E eE E Diluent K'"-' = ~ (em Isec) U
o 
(cm/sec) g LT (em) 
Po"Cu 
0 a 
~ 
NZ O. 195 36. 3 O. 13 6. 0 0. 0482 
A O. 191 77. 3 0. 11 5. 5 0. 0292 
H e 0. 762 lz6 0. 11 5.4 0. 0-165 
Tabulation of Experimental and EstiInated Data 
As five qua..Tltitiea are available here. there are many ways the 
data could be used. If the symbols 
(6. 46) 
are read "AI and A Z can be used by the theory, T , to provide B l 
and B Z" , then the following relations hold: 
E uE E aE ) 0 (6. 47) (K , 0 . 90 ' 1' ,. (LT , W r- t R ) a 
(K E , uE 0 ' 9E 0 ' LE) T 1' -, (Qa , VI£, t a ) (6 • .tt:8) 
E ~, ,.. LE) (K • e"'-" 1' ~ (90 , W t R) (6. 49) a ' T f! 
(K E , E E E l' (U o W · t R) (6 ~ 50) 9 • ea , L T ) ,.. 0 o· f' 
E OE fiE _ E) T (K, VI t R) (6. 51} (Uo • o · a ' L ·I , ~ f' 
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w'here , of course, the:;.-e are two theories (two T·s ) -- the thermal 
theory and the u...*l.ity Lewis number t heory_ Of the above possible pro-
cedures, (6. 47) and (6. 50) appear the most reasonable. Employing t he 
graphs at t.t:te end of this chapter, the following tables can then be con-
structed. 
Diluent -1 'W f( f- sec ) tR ( r-see ) 0 LT (em) E LT (em) 
NZ 0. 12 58 . OZ3 . 048 
A 0. 54 l3 . 011 . 029 
He 0. 36 19 . 028 / .047 
Procedure (6. 47) T == Thermal Theory 
Diluent -1 Vi f(p-see ) tR (r-sec ) 0 LT (em) E LT (em) 
NZ 0. 78 34 . 026 . 048 
.A 2. 8 6. 6 .01Z . 029 
He 1. 9 11 .031 . 047 
Procedure (6. 47) T = Unity Lewis Number 
Diluent W£ ()Lsee -1) tR (r-see ) 0 Uo (em/ sec ) u! (cm/sec) 
NZ . 019 300 15 36. 3 
A . O!)Z 96 25 77 . 3 
He . 083 60 6.0;1 1~6 
l~ roeedure (6. 50) T = Thermal Theory 
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Dilwent -1 'IN f( rtsec ) t R ( }-'-sec) U~ (cm/sec) u!(cm/sec) 
NZ 13 161 17 36. 3 
A 3~ 58 Z8 77 . 3 
I-Ie 53 36 n 126 
Procedure (6. 50) T = Unity Le~vis Number Theory 
Clearly the above tables do not sh.ow strUdng accuracy in the 
compaloison of predicted and observed values - - but the trends arc 
correct, and nowhere is there an order-oi- magnitude disagreement. 
Little else was asked of this theory at the outset. Now, in defense of 
the further accuracy of the theory, the following obvious points oi dis-
crepa...'lcy and sources of error should be noted: 
1) The relevant reaction is probably not first order -- i. e ., 
the rate-controlling step may not be proportional to C H4 
concentration. 
2.) Th e effective Q
a 
is not known to general satisfaction(Z7) • 
An estimate was substituted for knowledge, and the curves 
are fairly sensitive to the value of 9
a 
used. 
3) The p loccise p hysical interpretation of the measured value 
of LT is uncertain to some degree, and procedure (6.50) 
is very sensitive to the value of LT used. 
In any event, the above example of the use of the curves illus-
trates the main purpose of the calculations -- to provide a method of 
correlation and to produce order-of-magnitude estimates quickly, on 
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the basis of known data. The graphical presentation of results which 
follows has been constructed \vith ease of such use in mind. An index 
to the figurel> is given below. 
Index to Figures 
6. 1 Steady s tate flam e speed for thermal theory versus £lame tem -
perature ratio. with a.ctivation temperature ratio as param eter. 
1 
U • (p ~ fk W );: va. 
o 0 p 0 f 
6. Z. SaIne as 6. I , but for unity Lewis nU1nber theory. 
6. 3 Thermallensth (LT ) in terms of flame speed and thermal di!-
fusivity versus flame temperature ratio with activation tem per-
ature ratio as parameter - -" for thermal theory. 
6. 4 
6. 5 
6.6 
p U 'C' L,,, I k vs. (E1o; 9
a
) • 
o 0 p ... 0 
Same as 6. 3. but for unity Lewis number theory. 
LT/L versus (9 :9 ) -- lor thermal theory. 
----:::_n 0 a 
Relaxation time in terms of flame speed and thermal thickness 
versus flame temperature r atio with activation temperature 
ratio as parameter - - £01' thermal theory. 
6. 7 Same as 6. 5. but for unity Lewis number theory. 
.48 
.44 
.40 
.08 
.04 
e = 3 
a 
0.2 
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FIGURE 6._ 2 
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for Unity Lewis Number 
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e = 3 
a 
FIGURE 6.3 
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FIGURE 6.,4 
pUC LT/k - vs. - e ; e 
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for Unity Lewis Num.ber 
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FIGURE 6.5 
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FIGURE 6. 6 
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FIGURE 6.7 
U 0 tR / L T - V6. - eo; e a 
for Unity Lewis Number 
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VII. CONCLUDING RE~1ARKS 
In the pl'eceding work, a method fo~ computing the relaxation 
tim e of a fi~e;;-order reaction laminar de£1agration has been developed , 
for restricted perturbations. The restrictions are not seen aG severe, 
and i.ndeed the relevant physical processes are not curtailed -- only 
the ability of the s i mplified physical model used to describe the pro-
cesses is limited. The results depicted graphically permit rapid 
experim ental data reduction and estimation of unmeasured quantities . 
Cnly one major item remains to be discussed; the physical interpreta-
tion of the relaxation time . From a cursory look at the values of 
U tR/L~ one '-'lUst realize that tR cannot be far relTloved £rolTl the 
o J. 
tilTle it takes smne· fraction of the gas to pass through the flalTle . This 
is the interpretation espoused here. It is felt that the relaxation titne 
is the time required for the "reacting" gas to flow through the remain-
del" of the flalTle and be burnt. In other words , if L* is the distance 
frolTl the hot boundary to the peak of chemi cal activit y (lTlaxilTlum of 
pnW(T) ) then UlFJL* should be approxi ;:nately uni ty. For tunately 
this is calculable fairly simply in the unity Lewis nUlTlber case, if a 
temperature profile is chosen. Taking the coa 2 profile as an a pprox-
imati on to the temperature profile , the quantity L* was c omputed, 
and UftR/.L* evaluated. F i gure 7 . 1 shows the value of this group for 
various 8 , 8 • and confirlTls that it is near unity in all c ases. This 
o a 
physical interpretation is appealing, for i t i s only within the r apidly-
reacting zone that small fluctuations of p, T , or n can have great 
influence -- in the upstream part of the flalTle , the highly-dalTlped heat 
conduction equati on predolTlinates , rendering SlTlall fluctuations inef-
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(12 13 14) . fect'-.1al . " This lnterp retation should serve to reinforce the 
arguments set forth for accurate representation of the hot boundary 
zone a.s the dominating region. 
It m i ght be argued that the analysis herein is highly restrictive, 
so that the results are of little usefulness . Howeve r, the analysis does 
provide reasonably accurate (order of m agnitude, at least) answers to 
the problem considered. Novv, since it is valid for small perturbations 
a fortiori , the results must be quite close to the result whic h would be 
obtained from a perturbation analy sis under the same restrictions a.."ld 
assumptions . But it is a generally-accepted princip l e that the charac-
teristic decay time computed from perturbation (linear) analysis is at 
worst a weak function of the restrictions and initial condition e a.ssumed, 
i . e. the relaxation time is provided by the equations and not the condl-
tiona on the solutions . The r efore, one must conclude t hat the relaxa-
tion l:imecomputed here can be no less reliable than one given by a 
perturbation a...Y).alysis of the same situation. The generality and accu-
racy of the results are felt n ot to be restricted severely by the method, 
but ra°i;her by the approxim ations and weaknesses admitted for the sake 
of tractable analysis. 
L8 
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is voiced, and no comparison with this work was carried out 
here. 
9. Rosen, J . B., "Stability of the Ozone Flame P ropagation. " pg. 
Z36, Sh .. t h International Symposium on Combustion, Re inhold 
P ublishing Co., New York (1957). 
This article p resents another numerical integration of the 
perturbation equations as above, with more details of the nu-
merical procedure. It is interesting to note that Rosen was 
forced to restrict the steady-state profiles to a finite zone, and 
assumed the perturbation quantities all to have zero slope at 
the endpoints of this zone. The remarks above apply here also. 
10. Rosen, J . B., "Combustion '\IV-ave Stability and Flammability 
L imits , " J . Chern. P hys. , 22.. 750 (1954). Letter to Editor. 
By applying a transformation on the perturbation energy 
equation, Rosen reduces the equation to a second order, linear, 
wave -like homogeneous equation. Then by an (unnecessary) 
analogy to the Scnrodinger equation of wave mechanics, the 
stability limits of the solution are deduced. He illustrates the 
procedure by approximating the "wave number function" with a 
square well p rofile and deducing a flamma.bility limit. The 
method is clever and original. but interpretation is d1fficult ~­
in addition the "wave number function" must be reasonably a.c-
curately app roximated or the conclusions would be spurious. 
11. Wehner. J . F ., and J . B. Rosen, "Temperature Stability of the 
L aminar Combustion Wave. t1 Combustion and Flame. I , 339 
(1957). -
This paper p resents what is essentially an amplification 3..."ld 
refinem ent of the m ethod discussed by Rosen in the 1954 Letter 
to the Journal of Chem ical P hysics . The Schrodinger wave 
equation analogy is more fUlly developed and discussed . 
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12. Zel'dovich. Ya. B., and G. I. Barenblatt, "Theory of Flam e 
P ropagation. " Com bustion and Fla.me. ~, 61 (1959). 
In. this papel' the authors present and discuss (with exam -
ples) a numerical integration p"ocedure for obtaining flame 
speed as the asymptotic solution to the traneient flame equa-
tions with a characteristic variable (x - V ot). The autilore 
suspect the work of J. B. Rosen as having found a spurious so .. 
lution which represents translation of the flame structure at 
flam e speed. They show that all flames aro stable under tem.-
perature perturbation for unity Lewis number. They state that 
for a Lewis number d ifferent from unity only very sma.lland 
rapidly- da.'1.1.ped differences would be observable. so the con-
cluaion of stab ility is not influenced, 
13. Menkes. J.. "On the Stability of a Plane Deflagration Wave. " 
F roc. R oy. Soc., A 253. 380 (1959). 
Menkes effects an analytical solution to the perturbation 
equations for a general global reaction rate term under the 
unity Lewis number assumption. by choice o£ a specl£lc, rea-
sonable temper.ature profile fWlcdon for steady state. He con -
cludes that lam inar deflagration is always stable, but t he ncne-
ration of rela.xa.tion time or other ob servable variables {14 0m 
his solution i s virtually impossible. In this paper the author 
references ea.1'11e1' Vlork of his which shows that the effect of 
Lewis number slightly different from wuty is second order in 
perturbation quantities -- a conclusion with which Barenblatt 
and Zel'dovich would concur. 
In tria p<,.per the aut..~or criticizes the work of J . B. Rosen 
for incompleteness in restricting the species perturbation term 
to be 21ero. This criticism WM met in later numerical work by 
Rosen and shovm to be w'ljustified, as instabUities were stU! 
observed with this term included. 
14. Layzer. D., "Theory of Linear Flame Propagation I. Exist-
ence. Uniqueness, and Stability of the Steady State, "J. Chern. 
F hys •• 22, 222 (1954 ). 
An integral method is employed in this fWldamental investi-
gation, and much emphaSis is placed on physical arguments con-
cerning expal)sion and contraction of the lengt...'1 scale (flame 
thickness ). Layzer employs a non-inertial coordinate system. 
as was done above, "after discussing the constant pressure as-
sumption. He formulates and discusses the basic equations 
and boundary conditions. dismissing the cold boundary difficull;y 
alter due consideration. He deduces tbat t..~e flame thickness 
should he of the order of, but larger than, the ratio of thermal 
diffusivity to flame speed (a result borne out above) and ob-
serves that a sinusoidal pel'turbation will have its greatest ef-
fect if the wavelength of the perturbation is of the order of the 
flame thiclmess. Heat conduction and species diffusion will 
quickly da..."'npen higher frequency disturbances. and the flame 
will react quasi-steadily to lower frequellcies. This conjectu re 
is borne out to a large extent by the relaxation times computed 
herein. r-Ie concludes the existence and stabUity of larninar 
de£lagration. and poses some conjectures concerning in.£1am· 
mability limits. 
15. Layzer, D •• "Theory of Linear Flame Propagation n. Struc-
ture of the Steady Flame, " £ Chern. Phys •• 2Z. ZZ9 {1954}. 
In this companion paper, Layzer continues his investigation 
of laminar flames. I-Us abstract speaks well in description: 
"A quantitative approximate theory of flame structure in 
the steao.y state, including formulas for the determination of 
£lame speeds. is set forth. The theory predicts that in a first 
approxim ation, the sensitivity of a steady de£lagration wave to 
external perturbations depends upon the sha.pe of the tempera .. 
ture profile but not upon the speed or width of the wave, or the 
pressure. It is shown that the sensitivity increaaes with in-
creasing dilution of the explosive mixture. in agreement with 
tIle explanation of inflammabllity limite suggested in Part I. " 
F or the Ul."'J.ty Lewis numbercaae. Layzer seeka to improve 
the von E':arman hot boundary approximation by assuming a . 
species £lux :rate proportional to eN. This leads him to a 
quite credible temperature profile: 
F:. (N_l)t: - (lIN-I) 9 = eo:> (1 + e "' ) 
where 
16. Spalding. D. B.. "Approximate Solutions of Transient and Two ... 
Dimensional Flame Phenomena. Constant Enthalpy Flames. " 
Proc. Roy. Soc. , AZ45. 35Z (1958). 
Spalding. taking his cue from the Marble-Adamson inte-
gral treatn'lcnt of the laminar mixing zone ignition problem, 
treats several initial-value combustion problems by an integral 
method. He deals only with the temperature equation and uses 
the ur.J.ty Lewis number restriction for simplicity. :-le treats 
the propagation of a fla.me away from a cold catalytic .. vall which 
ignites it. the forma.tion and propagation o£ a flame from a. sur-
face of contact between combustible cold gas and hot burnt gas. 
and the consu:rn.ption by flame of a cold. planar slab of combus-
tible gas immersed in a medium of hot, burnt gas. 
Tha paper serves well as an example of what Spalding ca.lls 
"profile techniques". but fares not so we1lln treating the ape'" 
cific problems attacked. The major objection is that tile meth-
od will not provide a decision as to whether or not ignition 
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occurs. Although Spalding states (on the basis of compadson 
of the linear. bi- parabolic and coa"Z profile integrals) that the 
method is accurate to within ZO per cent, the writer feels that 
this 48 not been sufficiently demonstrated. Spalding m akes a 
profile similarity assumption in his analysis which is quite 
sim ilar to the assumption employed herein, and though his in-
tegrals extend to infinity in some cases, he uses flame thick-
nesS 13.S a basic dependent va.riable. 
17. Marble, F . E ., and T. C. Adamson, Jr •• "Ignition and Com-
bustion in a Laminar Mixing Zone. " Jet P ropulsion (J. Amer. 
Rocl~et Soc. ). pg. 85 (lI.1arch-April, 1"9"5"4). 
An elegant application of the integral method (with simi -
larities to boundary-layer integrals) to the problem of heat and 
species transfer in a laminar mixing zone, leading to ignition 
and com.bustion. This work exemplifies the inherent "physical 
picture" nature of the integral method and allows a thorough 
comprehension of the process at each step of the analysis. 
13. Levy. A .• and F . J . Weinberg. "Optical Flame Struct:ure 
Studies, !I Combustion and Flame. ~, ZZ9 (1959). 
This paper is a study in experimental care and precision. 
A careful preparation of extremely lee..n and flat ethylene -ail' 
flames permits the rigorous interpretation of optical data. A 
highly exact (and e:ltacting) ray-tracing procedure leads to 
density/dista...l'lce profiles. hence temperature/distance profiles. 
These, coupled vlith a modicum of theory p rovide heat-release-
rate profiles and concentration profiles. In the words of the 
authors , their results " simultaneously justify the chemist's 
disdain for and the engineer ' s use of a 'global reaction' . " This 
may be the first such direct experimental evidence of high ac-
curacy. 
19. Friedman. R. . "MeasUrement of the Temperature P r ofile in a 
Laminar F lame. "pg. 259, Fourth International Symposium on 
Combustion, Williams and WUldns Company. Baltimo4'e (1953). 
F riedm an, in a characteristically careful and accurate 
manner, pl'esents the results of temperature profUe measure-
ments ill very lean propane/air flames . The flames employed 
are flat by virtue of special burner apparatus. and are tra-
versed by very small coated thermocouples . Radiation-
corrected data then are I·educed as p U "C x/k versus T 
curves. Friedman calculates a prof~. 9.n8lud~g all tempera-
ture - dependent properties, for the cold end of the flame under 
the assumption of a negligible reaction rate , and compares this 
with the experimental results. The comparison i s strikingly 
successful. His result for this flame 1s a "thickness" whic h is 
approximately twice the value computed herein. and a perusal 
of hie error analysiS places the source of discrepancy in the in-
adequacy of the theory here developed. It should be pointed out, 
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however. that the major source of. the "extra thickness I is the 
exponential cold.boundary temperature decay, which has been 
artiiicially tru.''lcated here. 
20. Friedm<?..l'l, R •• "Kinetics of the Combustion Wave, " A. R. S. 
Jo.urnal. 23, 349 (1953). 
In this survey- type article Friedman reviews structure and 
flame speed calculations in elementary systems. A 1"0in. t of 
interest is the presentation of a value for p U ~ L /k :: Z. 0 
obtained by numerical integration for the c~seo ofun1ty i:..ewis 
number. eo ~ O. Z. 9a ~ 10 . T'ne same case treated here gives 
a value of 1. 6 -. i . e . about Z5 per cent low. In light of. the fact 
that tho U computed herein is known to be ~ 20 per cent low 
or ITlO1'e . tRe implication of greater accuracy for LT is ap-
parent. Friedrnan' s experimental results are not so encour-
aging. however. 
21. Emmons. H. Vi •• J . Baal'. and P . Strong. "Thermal Flame 
Propagation, " ITlonograph issued Feb. 1950 by Computation 
Laboratory of Harvard University. Cambridge. Mass. (under 
contract A'r(30 - 1)-497. ) 
A detailed discussion of numerical int egration of the 
steady~state laminar flame equations. demonstrating a high de-
gree of insensitivity of flame speed to initial temperature slope 
and "ignition temperature" . 
22. Morgan. G. H. . and iN. R. Kane. "Some Effects of Inert DUu~ 
0nt$ on Flame S'peeds and Temperatures, lJ pg. 313. It'ourth 
International Symposium on Combustion. Williams and Wilkins 
Co •• Baltimore (1953). 
The authors present measurements of flcune speed and 
thickness for a very large range of mixtures of gases. :Meth-
ana and oxygen in stoichiometric proportions are diluted with 
inert gases (NZ' A. He) in various concentra.tions. Flame 
speeds are computed as the ratio of v olumetric flow rates to 
cone areas of bu.."lsen flames . and thicl--..nesses are measured by 
the density cl>..anges visible in Schlieren photographs of the 
fla'''l'les. Quenching effects are severe in some c a.ses. and 
temperature measurements do not stand the test of consistency 
in all cases. but the limitations and inaccuracies of the data are 
intelligently discussed by the author s . 
2.3 . SchaUa. Rose L .• "Perturbation Studies of Flames by Changes 
in Composition. " Cor.'lbustion alld Fla me. 5, 45 (1961 ). 
This paper presento results of studies conducted 1n a 
closed combustion tube. wi th the flame t r aversing a change in 
composition of the combustibl e gas. P ressure oscUlations, 
two-dimensional disl;urbancclil . and insufficient equipment 
responae~time l'ender the interp.retation of the data nearly 
unmanageable. No deduction of name relaxation time appeal's 
possible irom these data. 
24. Zucrow. M. J •• J . R . Osborn, alW A. C. P inchak, "Luminosity 
and Pressure Oscillations Obse rved with Longitudinal and 
T ransverse Modes of Combustion Instability. II J. Am. Rocket 
Soc.. 30. "153 (1960). 
This paper presents the results of experim ental investiga-
tions on ethylene-air (premixed)- bUl'ning rocket chambers 
which e xhibited h igh.frequcncy com bustion fluctuations. 
"Transverse" and "longitudinal" pressure-wave oscUlations 
were accompanied by fluctuations of l uminosity of the reacting 
gas mixture. Measurement oi the phase shift between the time 
histories of pressure and luminosity variations indicated a re-
laxation tim e of ~ 95 -","se c for the combustion zone in t.~e 
"transverse" mode. 
25. Clingman, Vi . H •• R. S. Brokaw, and R. N. P ease . "Burning 
Velocities of Methane with Nitrogen- Oxygen. Argon- Oxygen. 
and Helium- O"-'Ygen Mixtures. tl pg. 310. F ourth Inte rnational 
Symposium on Combustion, Williams and Wilkins Co •• Balti-
more (1953). 
A careful e::q>erimental investigation of flame speeds an.d a 
comparison with vari ous theoretical predictions. 
26. Felm, J . B •• and H. F . Calcote, "Acti--ration Energies in High 
Te mpera1;u re Combustion. " pg . 231. Fourth International 
Symposium on Combus tion. William s and Wilkins Co., Balti-
more (1953). 
27. Vandenabeele, H .• R . Corbeels. and A. va."l Tiggelen, "Acti .. 
vation Energy and Reaction Order in ,M:etha.ne-Oxygen Flames, " 
Combustion and F lame. 4. 253 (1960 ). 
This paper describes experimental measurements of flame 
speeds for diluted oxygen-methane flames, and subsequent de-
duction of activation energy and react ion order. The results 
diffe l' rather severely from other sources consulted, _vith ac -
tivation energy estimated at 38 k cal/mole, and flame speeds 
several times higher than "usual" . It is intel"esting to note t hat 
use of this high value of activation encl:'gy in the data reduction 
carrie d O;J.t in the text would cause greater divergence oi ex-
perimental and theoretical results. 
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II. REFLECTION AND TRAI'-l'S:MISSI ON OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
WAVES AT ELECTRON DENSITY GRADI ENTS 
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ABSTRAC'r 
The interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a mildly ionized 
gas is described by a n e nsembl e ave r age treatment of electron motion. 
and undel' this description. electromagnet ic wave propagation parameters 
derived. !v1otivated by the fact that mildly i onized gases in general ex-
hibit inhomogeneous boundary regions. exempl ary transi tion zones are 
described in terms 01 varying electr on densi ty but constant collision fre-
quency. i n order to simplify the solution of wave problems. The half-
space reflection problem wi th a linear transiti on zone is solved exactly 
and under nyO apPl'oximations . It is discovered that the reflection and 
transmission coefficients are strong func tions of zone thickness for thin 
zones. A piece .. . 'ise-linear transition zone solution exemplifies the pro-
cedure for constl'ucting an approximate solution to an arbitrary profile 
and illustrates the relative insensitivity of reflection and transmission co-
efficients to detailed zone structure. The "slab" refle c tion problem with 
symmetrical. linear transition zones is solved exactly. and it is discov-
ered that the basic periodicity of reflection and transmiss ion coefficients 
with slab thickness is unchanged. although shif t ed to hi gher values of slab 
thickness/wavelength. The text is supported by fai rly extensive grap:P..ical 
presentation of results . 
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IX. INTRODUCTION 
In the recent history of engineering. el:i:reme gas temperatures 
have forced to the fOl·eiront of inves tigation a hybrid electrical-
aerodynamic medium . the m ildly-ionized gas. Such a body of ionized 
gas expelled from a rocket nozzle form s a "cloud" behind the prop elled 
vehicle at high altitude, which may interfere with telemetry and radio-
guidance signals. The m ildly-ionized gas formed behind a strong bow 
shock wave of a hypersonic vehicle may alter heat transfer rates and 
cause shorting of trallsmitting antennae. The weakly-ionized gas formed 
by shock-heated air and by ablated material from a re-entry projectile 
may provide a walte visible to radar, much like the meteor 's trail which 
is similarly visible. The ionized gas composing the atmospheres of 
stars provides the signals attended by radio astronomers. and the 
E arth's own ionosphere p rovides a low-frequency radio-propagation path 
a r ound the world . Such research devices as shock tubes, fusion plasma 
confiners, plasma accelerators, ion engines, magneto-hydrodynam.ic 
lJenerators, etc., all e m ploy in various forms, an ionized gas. In 
short. there is ample incentive for basic study of the prope rties of an 
ionized gas. 
P erhaps the mosi; im.portant of the properties of an ionized gas i s 
its ab ility to interact strongly with electromagnetic waves and fields. 
This interaction is fundamental to the operation of most plasma acceler-
ators and genera-tox's , alld is intrinsic to m.uch telemetry and communica-
tions engineering. It also provides the basis of a useful experimen tal 
tool for inves t iga.tion of ionized gases , i. e., the microwave probe. An 
ionized gas, generally. displays a lower limit frequency for propagation 
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of electrom.agnetic waves, and a phase vel oci ty grea ter than the vacuum. 
speed of light, pl"operties of COl1siderable aca.demic interest in addition to 
obvioas pra.ctical importance. 
Uniortunately, most practical situations of electromagnetic wave 
interaction ,,;vith a mildly-ionized gas (rnig) are complicate,d by the exist-
e~lce of inclistiIlct bou..Yldal"ies . Even when the mig is confined by a physi-
cal container, the interaction of the wall with the gas p roduces a region 
of inhomogeneity, or "transition", which complicates exact calculations , 
and obscures t he validity of various approximations which might be con-
sidel."cd. 
The object of this investigation will be to sol ve e::mctly and evalu-
ate numerically certain problems concerned with electromagnetic wave 
propagati on through and reflection from such transition zones . The pur-
pose in doing so is first t o attempt to understand physically the processes 
occurring, and second to develop criteria. for application of approximate 
procedures . 
In order to illustrate some of the points mentioned above and to 
lay i;he grou..Yldwol·k for later development. the following description of 
the intera.ction of all electromagnetic wave with a mig is pres ented . The 
be.sic a s sumptions underlying the development include those listed below: 
(1) The n"liB can be considered locally i sotropic. In oilier words , 
a sufficiently s m all region of the m ig will exhibit c onstant, scalar, elec-
trical parameters, yet c ontai."l a sufficient num.ber of ionized particles 
upon \vhich to base the calculati on of such parameters in an average 
sense . This assumption i s strictly analogous to the "particle of fluid" 
somi~atomistic de sc r iption of c ontinuum. fluid mechanics. 
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(2) The fields are not so strong as to produce velocity changes in 
the charged particle a which approach the mean thermal vel ocity. 
(3) The gas is weakly ionized. i . e •• the number of neutral atoms 
is far 3reater than the nu;:nber of ionized atomS. Hence, the local fields 
may be assumed to provide the only significant disturbing forces . i . e •• 
large - scale coherent plasma oscUlati on, s treaming. and interparticle 
long - range forces will be neglected. 
Under the restrictions listed above, the interaction can be de-
scribed in terms of local average motions of the parti cles. ';' If the en-
semble average vector velocity of the e lectrons in a t ypical semi-
infimtesimal volume is computed, one must conclude that without an ap -
plied field, such an average would be zero. But if an electric field, Y , 
is applied, each particle of charge q wUI feel a force . 
Since the fields exist as p ropagating waves here. the Lorentz force due 
to the concom itant m agnetic field, 13 • and the velocity, V , 
will be of the order of ( IV I Ic) t imes the electric force . where c is t he 
speed of light. Therefore, this force is neglected on the condition t hat 
the speed of the particle is negligible compared to the speed .of light. 
Thus each charged particl e . to a high degree of apprOximation, 
will experience acceleration 
,~ More rigoit"ous (and more complex) analyses of the fie l d - m i g inter-
action process are to be found in references (1) .. (4) , which exemplify 
the more basic attacks on the electron distribution function. 
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:ti'l ~ :2 F = q it (9. l) 
under the influence of the electl'omagnetic wave. Before integrating this 
equation to finel the velocity, however , it is important to look ahead to 
what is required. The net r;lotion of charged particles, in classical 
electromagnetic theory, represents a "convection current, ,,(5) the area 
density {1) of which is Given by a. sum over all particle types. 1 • and all 
velocities. 
If. of the particles I (Ni per unit volu-one). the jth member 
moves with the velocity V .. , the current density is given in the form of 1J 
a sum 
Ni ' 
J = L~ L Vji 
i j=l 
where N . I is the total number of particl es i in a unit infinitesimal 
1 
vohune. L"l other words, an ensembl e average flux density is required: 
(9. 2) 
- E 
where implies enaemblc average. 
Under the ensemble average, than, the random, thermal velocity 
\..,ill vanish. But since equation (9. 1) applies to every charged particle 
in the small region. it appears that under a steady electric field . eventu-
ally the j of equ.lltion (9. Z) will become infinite. This is cloarly not an 
accurate p icture of the process, for collisions with the neutral atoms 
present impede the "flO'N" of the charge carriers. It is a well estab-
lished experimental fact that in a weak e lectric field. the charge carri-
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ers will attain a mean "drift" velocity proportional to the field strength,~) 
the constant of proportionality being called the "mobility" , K : 
---E 
(Vi)steady = Ki ("E')stea dy (9.3) 
To effect such a steady solution, it is m.andatory that the momentwn 
gained by the particle between collisions be rendered up in the follow ing 
collision, en the average. If '1' is the ensemble mean time between col-
lisions , then the momentum gained from the field force between colli-
siolla is 
But the number of collisions per second per particle of mean speed 
~E 
1 
- E is ~i , where 
-- E -- E 
"ui = No On lei I = 1/'( i 
and N is the neutral number dens ity, On the collision cross section. 
n 
Making the hypothesis that on the (ensemble) average, all momentum 
gained betYveen collisions is lost in each collision, t hen the rate of 108S 
of momentum by an (ensemble) average charge carrier is 
--E --E 
::: ]-I i (mi Vi ). 
'l'hereiore 
-- E 
--:;- .E m . \"1. ) E' 
r-' 1 1 :;: qi • 
1 
(9. 4) 
and thus 
m . 
1 
1 
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= (9. 5) 
E 
Hence i t can be concluded that there is indeed a term m issing from (9.l ) 
if it is to be interpL'cted in a."l ensemble average sense, and the appro-
priai:e equation for the ensemble average velocity of particles i is: 
-- E 
d V. 
1 ("ff""-
-- E 
-:- m . V V. = o . it 
1 'C i i " 
where "!lc. is defined to be. equal to ~i E 
1 
(9.6) 
The integration of (9. 6 ) is straightforward, and on the a s sumption 
of harmonic ti!:'le dependence of the applied field of the form 
1t"It ic.>t 
,' = 0 (x, y , z) e 
the ensemble average velocity i s given by : 
- -- E 
"'i m . V + {", m l 1 c. 
1 
(9. 7) 
Not ing the proportionality is inverse in the mass of the p article, it is 
clear that electrons will contribute to '1 the most by at least t hree or-
dera of m a gnitude , hence (9. 2) becomes , to a good app roximation, 
t • Ne .. [ ,::~:i::WJ j (9 . 8) 
where the subscript e implies electr on . By analogy to Ohm ' s law for 
conducting media, a conductivity (T can be defined then for the ionized 
gas: 
cr = 
Z N q 
e e 
m 1) 
.(9 c 
e 
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w 
""c e 
(9. 9) 
The fact that 0- is complex is to be interpreted in the straightforward 
m anner that part of the cu rrent is in phase. and part of it out of phase 
with the driving field . 
There is another way of looking at the wave - mig interaction. and 
that is to regard the displacement of the electrons from a "neutral" po -
sition as generating a polarization within the medium. This seems 
physically a hit wide of the mark. but mathematically the treatment is 
identical . Thi s w ill becorrle clear in the devel opment of wave equations 
belo·,v. 
The validit.y of Maxwell's equations is postulated: 
art 
= -"1JT 
V' xH :::; J+~~ 
and the const itutive equations of the wealdy iomzed gas are assumed to 
be those of a COl'lciuctOl' with vacuu:m permittivity and permeability: 
13 = f"-o H 
1t = E: ~ 0 
.-'" ->. 
J :::; er E 
The paran'leters 6 • LA- • and cr' are independent of time. and only (j o J-o 
:-.-light be a function of position. Assuming ha rmonic tim e dependence for 
all vectors leads t o the pair of e quations: 
'V x Jt = - i Co f""o 'Ft 
'V "I1' = ( o- +i t"'''' o)"it 
(9. 10) 
(9 . 11) 
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At this point the change in notation will be m a de. whic h i mplies 
the second interaction interpretation m e ntioned above . On the right hand 
side of (9. 11). let 
( cr + i wt )::: i Wt ( l+r IT ) = i wE. K* 
o 0 W6 0 
o 
~,: 
where K can be called a c omplex d ielectric constant by analogy to t he 
nomenclature for lossy dielectrics . The division of IT by i w i mplies 
the next inte g ration of equation (9. 7) leading to the second inte rpretation 
berated above. From equation (9. 9) it is clear t hat 
~: 
K ( 
Neqe Z ) 1 
::: 1+ we, m -i v c- w 
o e 
which can be written in the dimensionless ratio form 
(9. 12) 
The term w p ::: (N
e 
qe Z Ime c o)~ in equation (9 . 12) is called t he "plasma 
frequency" and has a definite phy sical meaning. evident from c onsidera-
tiol1 of that class of solutions to ~.1axwell 's equations which exhibits no 
:nagnetic f ield. Such solution s are "electrostatic" in a sen se. (7) and 
c ould consiat of eyrametrical volumetric. osc.iDations and the like . The 
equations for such motions are: 
\7 }~ 1t::: 0 
J + an = 0 
-ut 
Writing Ne~ V fo r j . and differentiating the second equation with 
respect to t ime gives 
= 0 (9. 13) 
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For simplicity ass\\me Ne constant and v c -- 0 (a highly diffuse gas), 
thus obtaining from (9 . 6): 
= 0 
or 
(9 . 14) 
Thus (..) P is the natural frequency of Ilelectrostatic" plasma oscUlations . 
More complete (and much m.ore complicated) derivations of the equiva-
lent of (9. 14) have been given(4, 7, 8), including gradients in Ne and a 
p1'esaure term in the electron- ensemble equation of motion. The upshot 
of all this is that w p is found to be a lower bound for the natural fre-
quencyof '1electrostaticl l oscUlations - - the more accurate expressions 
include a temperature - dependent correction term. 
The mig/electromagnetic wave interaction is to be described 
under the assun1.ptions above by the equations 
w11e1'e K* is defined in equation (9. 12). Assuming for the m oment that 
i<;:.* is constant (homogeneous mediuIn). the equation of propagation can 
be written: 
~ 2. * ~ V' x V'x u = w & u_ K u o r-o 
where . ~ is 'It. B. n. 01' It. Since in this s ituation all field vectors 
are solenoidal. 
(9. 15) 
~87' ", 
2. 2. 2 2 . 2 
where CAl t o fA'o = w I Co = (2rrl " 0) :: 10;.0 ' the wave number 
squared. Ii v I w <. < 1 , then K*:;: 1 - ( w / w )2 , and the peculiar na-
c p 
ture of mig propagation becomes apparent from the simple plane wave 
solution: 
G $!I 
z' 
- (~) ) (9. 16 ) 
:c::quation (9. 16) exhibits a pha.se veloc ity c$ greater than the vacuum 
velocity of light co ' 
(9. 17) 
cl UJ 
whUe the group velocity CCf (as ordinarUy defined by • ) is less 
'" a( CJ/ ccj» 
than the velocity of light: 
C g := Co (1 -(:p{/ :: <2./c~? (9. 18) 
Equation (9. 16) also exhibits the lower limit of. frequency for which 
propagation is possible . Clearly if w > w p , the wave exis ts , propa-
gates with c,p > c o ' a.."'ld has a wavelength greater than the vacuu!n 
wavelength. As W is decreased, the phase velocity inc reases and the 
\7avelength incro<1scs , 1.l.."l"i:il finally a "wavel ength" no longe r exists, 
becomes a pure irrlaginary, and the "propaga tion" is evanescent. To in-
'"1~ * 
€lure the proper choice of sign i n V K' • recall that K as given in 
(9. 12) is restricted t o the l ower half plane o! com.plex number s , so 
*1. .J. * '" (1': )Z ::: I K I:: eX]? (- i larg K I) ; 0 = I a r g K I 6 'fr • 
i<urthol', it is physically obvious that when v c ". 0 , the £orwal'd.going 
·wave (exp (-ikx») must decrease in amplitude as x inc r eases. 
active 
In general. then. for w <:. c.) • the mediu.'n is almost purely re-p 
(for small v / w ) and propagation is eva.nescent. but for c..>".> w • 
c p 
the medium acts essentially like a dielectric and dispersion is normal. 
For rapid. rule-oi- thumb calculations, the critical frequency is given by 
KCPS (9 . 19) 
N . d i - 3 where e 1S m easure n em • 
It is interesting to note that as Co) Iw - '> 00 . equation (9. 16) 
P 
becomes independent of the driving frequency 
A = A e:l>."P (- C,) x / c ) 
z Zo p 0 
which implies a "skin depth" for a mig given by 
6 .!. 
= 3. 33 x 10 IN ;: 
e 
e m . (9. 20) 
for waves of frequency < < f of equation (9. 19) . Note that 0 is the 
c 
wavelength that an electromagnetic wave of frequency fc would have in 
vacuum . 
. These facets of m ig/electroma gnetic wave interaction are tn-
t:dguing and suggestive. but as mentioned above. the m i g. by its very 
natul'e is a medium of limited extent but indistinct boundaries. Thus an 
electromagnetic wave. if generated outside the mig. m ust negotiate an 
inhomogeneous region of transi tion to enter the m i g. In point of fact. 
this t r ansition is not peculiar to the mig, but is a universi cal character -
isHc of wave interaction with any material medium. Maxwell's equa-
tions are. strictly s peak ing, not appUcabl e to regions of discontinuity in 
c onstitutive parameters. nor are constitut ive parameters definable on an 
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atom ic Dcale in which macroscopic discontinuities vanish. Thus the 
same sort of arguments as outlined above prior to the derivation of 0' 
£01" the m ig nlUst be applied to any material body, and its !lbol.Uldary con-
ditions" derived fron1. a limiting process about a narrow transition zone. 
An i m portant distinc tion of the mig problem, however, is the b read th of 
t he transition region, which may be comparable with, or exceed, the in-
cident wavelength. 'rhus it is not possible in such cases to relegate the 
changes in the wave. produce d by the region of inhomogeneous propaga.-
Hon. to a "b o1.l..'ldary condition" . 
Unfortunately. this modification, although in concept almost triv-
ial, introduces considerl1.ble mathematical difficulty into the problem. 
One obvious aspect of the tranvi1:ion zone's influence i s that the wave-
length must change continuously from one edge to the other, rather than 
discontinuously at an "interface" . Likewise, the phase and amplitude· of 
the wave must vary s m oothly over the transition zone. In similar man-
nero one would anticipate that wave polarization, if required to change 
in the limiting "bo\:mdary value" problem (such as obliquely reflected 
waves fl'om dielectrics or conductors) must then change continuously in 
the transition zono. These expectations will be displayed in the mathe-
m atical considerations below. 
Since 
The propagation equation for the electric vector is given by 
\l x \l xl!.. k Z K* E" 
o 
an equation similar to the familiar Hel mholtz equation (9. 15) would be 
forthcoming if \l • ~ were zero. But, taking the divergence of the 
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second Maxwell equation gives 
V" (K* E) = K* V' • ~ + E . V' K'" = o . 
which shows that V' . ~ does not vanish unless It has no component 
* parallel to the gradient in K The more general equation is: 
z ~ 2.::< ..... [ V' KK**' 1t } V' ~ +ll; K E+ V' 
o = O . 
. The analogous equation for the m agnetic field is sim ilar: 
(9. 21) 
(9.22) 
The appearance of the unusu.--u terms in the above equations p r e cludes the 
possibility of waves of constant polarization. as neither equation can be 
satisfied. in general. by a constant vector multiplied by a scalar point 
fu..ction. 
(1) 
Thus one can deduce the essence of the speculations above: 
* The fact that K is function of position implies that phase, 
amplitude. a."ld "wavelength" vary continuously from point to POillt in the 
region of transition. 
(2) The appea.rance of the "dyadic" terms in the p ropagation 
equation producas a continuous change in the state of polarization in the 
region of tra..sitioll. 
It is possible to reduce the de gree of complexity of (9 . 21) and 
(9. 22) in some cases. Consider. fo r eXaInple. the ca.se in which K* is 
a function of ody one Cartesian position variable. In this case * V' K is 
constant in di rection, and the fields everywhere can be resolved into 
co=ponents parallel and perpendicular to this fixed direction: 
it = 
lt = 
It II 
FI ll 
+ ]; 
.1.. 
+ 11 
.1.. 
(9. 23) 
(9. 24) 
Whe1"e the subscripts refer to the orientation of the E vectoX' with re-
spect to this direction. Ii, furthermore. the total fields are formed 
from the use o£ Maxwell's equations : 
\1 x"t 
..L 
iwfJ'o 
(9 . 25) 
(9. 26) 
then only the t.wo simple equations reducible- . to scalar form need be 
solved, 
(9 . 27) 
This reduction illustrates the intuitively obvious fact t Il::l.t polari-
zation rotation is c1tw to phase and amplitude differences in the two modea 
of propagation. 
Another mathematical difficulty occurs in the region of K"~ = 0 • 
for (;he electric field may be singular there . Physically, such d i££icul-
ties are superficial (clea1'ly the linear constit.-utive p ararrleters do not 
apply for e,:tremely high field strengths) and they may be avoided math-
ematically by Gxcluding the ori gin of the K* complex plane from con-
sideration. But i\; is 110netheless troublesome and sometimes difficult to 
* interpret physically when situations arise in which K apparently has a 
zero in the zone of transition. 
hl the follovnng work, several situations will be analyzed involv-
i11:g transition zones. For the sa.l<;e of conceptual and analytical simpli-
city, polarization-rotating propagation will not be considered. Attention 
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will be focused on the other basic effects outlined above . The purpose 
of the analysis , as stated above , is to provide exact answers in an a t -
tempt to understand more fully the physical processes and to p r ovide the 
rigorous basis on which to teet proposed approximate procedures. 
:f'hysical descriptions of the transition zone problems to be considered , 
and ~igorous m athematical statements of the problems are the Gubject of 
the next brief section. 
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X. FORMULA 1'1 ON OF PROB L EW...s 
The central theme of the c omputations to follow is t he evaluation 
>:I 
of the effect of finite transition zones in which K varies continuously 
between two specified values . Since 
it appears that the variation of K* is largely due to variation of w --
P 
i . e ., the electron number density. F or example, because simple kinet-
ic theory i n'1plies t hat V is independent of electron n.umber densit'l(9), 
c 
it i s a reasonably good appro"imation for many phys ical situations to 
assume that the collision fre quency is a constant through the transition 
z one. Such an assumption would be appropriate so l ong as tile ternpera-
iure and neutral number density wore constan.t (or nearly so) through the 
transition. In the case of extrem e c hanges of density, such an idealiza-
d on 11.'1i ght not be possible , but for a constant-p ressure transition zone 
in local thermal equilibrium c haracterized by a tempera ture gra dient, i t 
is shown below that the sensitivity of K* is far greater to changes in 
Ne than to variations 
~ = 
of V . Form the ratio 
c 
* ( 8K ) 
-ax Vc 
(QK*) ax (..) p 
* which is a measure of the sensitivity of K to the two variations. 
If both (,.) and vi are functions of the temperature and density, p c 
and the pressure is hel d constant, then 
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The equilibriuxn ionizat ion (electron) density in a xnildly-ionized . xnon-
atomic gas is given in this case app roxixnately by(IO) 
N IN = (TIT )1 / 4 exp ( - V /ZkT + V /Zk T ) 
max max e e 
max 
wh(;lre V is the i onization poten tial and k is B oltzmann 's cons tant. 
while the collision frequency is gi ven by 
1 
v = N c n "C" (T IT)"?: () (T) max m ax 'n 
max 
where Q (1') i s the (appropriately averaged) neutral/electron c ollision 
\l 
cross section and <:; i s t he electron m ean speed. 
Beilce it i s a pparent that 
Therefore 
aNe ( 1 V ) 
a'F = 4T +::-:-z Ne 
ZkT max 
2 
= --~ 
m ce.) 
o 
1 
Vc 
1 - i -w 
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(~ ) Z (:Jr V 1 ) + 
ZkT Z . V c max 
1 - i-
S W = 
i v ( 1 Q ' (1') (.) z 1 (-d=- ) ZT Qn(T» ( ~) ( ZI Z 
max n 1 . C) 
- 1 c.:7 
or, sim plified : 
. ~ N 1 - i --.£. 
w ( ~max ) i 
e 1 
1 + 2V kT 
Z d £ n Q(T) 
- dE.n(T) 
(1 0 . 1 ) 
The assul.'nption of m ild ionization requires V 7> kT , and by 
virtue of the averaging process d i n O ld .en T cannot be large except in 
J/. 7/. 
and (1-i : )/(i ; ) is A s N ~ N 
e e Inax very peculiar circumstances . 
bounded between 00 and 1 in modulus , it is clear that I ~ I > > 1 in gen -
eral. In other words, the electromagnetic equations are in general rrlUch 
n'1ore sensi tive to the variations of N than to variat ions in V under 
e c 
constant p ressure equilibrium conditions . These conditions might be 
apropos for free surfaces, boundary layers , shear layers, and dif-
fusion/heat conduction problems. 
Under the assll.'Tlption of constant temperature but variable pres-
sure , the equivalent c}:;pression to (10. 1) is 
.y 
s = 
1 - i ~ 
w 
V c 
-2i-
" w 
(10. Z) 
which does not necessarily i mply the predo m inance of electron concen-
ti:"ation sensitivity implied by (l O. 1). 
In any case, it may be seen that the greater part of probl ems 
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concerned with mig transition zones may be adequately approximated by 
considering -V constant and N the variable parameter dete r mining 
c e 
. the propagation conditions. This approxi mation leads to considerable 
aimplification in specifying and solving certain problems, for under the 
:41 
assumption, the parameter K can be w ritten 
(10. 3) 
In the above equation, 
(10. 4) 
N 2/ = e qe me 6 0 
max 
(10. 5) 
't' = (lO. 6) 
and thus the problem depends on the specification of the parameter K 
and the "distribution function" Y (x, y, z), the nor m alized electron con-
cenh'ation. 
The p roblems of concern here are the following three : 
(1) A m i g half space and a vacuum half space meet at a trans!-
tion zone . "Vaves are incident from vacuum normall y onto the 
mig half space . The transition layer is characterized by a line -
ar variation of electron density. 
(2) The transition layer of problem (l ) is considered to be made 
of a piecewise linear variation of electron density. 
(3) A finite plane slab of mig, with symmetric al transiti on zones 
of linearly-varying electron density is Ulum i nated at normal in-
cidence from vacuum. 
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In each case the special conditions for constant polarization 
propagation are met, and the electron density gradient is along the z-
axis. The equation of prop<".gation for the electric vector thus takes the 
form: 
(10. 7) 
In each p Toblem , K is a. loose parameter, and the shape of 1'(z) spec-
Hies the electron geometry. In the first case. the linear ramp. Y is 
given by: 
1f'1 = 
21 ~ Z 
o 
In the second ca.se, the Idnked r amp , is given by: 
0 z !: 0 
1f' A zlzo O!: z!: z 0 
1'7 z-z = '1'" + (1- 1/iA) 0 !: z€1 ... z z1 
n 2':1-Zo 0 
1 
whore Zo and 1'A have now been introduc ed as separate parameters . 
In t he t:hird case, ~ho trapezoid geometry, 'I-' ia given by 
0 z !: O 
z/zo Ofrz6:z 0 
1f3 = 1 z. !:: Z 6: Zt - Zo 0 
(z -z)/z t 0 z - z !:z!:z tot 
0 Z !!: Zt 
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These electron distributions are displayed graphically in figures 10. 1, 
10. 2, and 10. 3; the nomenclature is more obvious from the illustrations . 
The iigures also include the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves . 
The propagation expon.ent is given by Kl~o in the regions of Y = 1 , as 
is evident f .. ' om (10. 7), The incident wave is assumed to be of arnplitude 
one. 
The problem statement then is as £0110,""8 . It i s desired to evalu-
ate the comple:, coefficients R a.t'ld T , the reflection and transmission 
coefficients, as functions of the parameter K and the other defining di · 
mensionless :'lumbers, viz., k ozo ' kozl ' kozt ' and "fA ' or their 
equivalents. To do so, it is required to find solutions of the propagation 
equation: 
(10. 8) 
for all values of z , and apply the conditions of continuity to the fiel d 
vectors Jt and 11 at each boundary. The c ontinuity of !i reduces to 
the requirement of continuity of dlt/dz • 
Another a im is the generation of gr aphical results .and a discus -
sion of the physical interpretation thereof. Furthermore, approximate 
solutions to the linear ramp case are to be generated and compared to 
the exact results, in order to determine, at least crudely, what type of 
approximation i s best suited to the problem and to estimate its accuracy. 
Each of the three geometries indicated in the figures will be ana-
lyzed and discuss ed under separate headings below. Much of what fol -
10"."s is essentially algebraic. and the notation developed for the linear 
r amp . case will be cat'ried over into the other problems. For this l'ea· 
son, the reader who intends to follow the development closely is advised 
*99* 
that the following chapter is the most informative and complete. 
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XI. THE LINEAR RAlI.-IF PROBLEM 
The linear ramp «(lee figure 10.1) problem requires the solution of 
d ' E Z ( Z ) 
___ + k 1 - (1 - K ) z/z E ::: 0 
dz~ 0 0 
and the m atchi ng of the following boundary condil:ions: 
£ (0) = 1 + R 
d E ) _ ik (1 - R) Tz:::l 0 
o 
E quation (11. 1) can be reduced by the substi tution 
I.. z ,/3 
'.r ::: - (-~~) 11 - (1 - K ') z/z ) 1 _ g:G \' 0 
to the form 
2 
cl E 
~= 
dv 
v E 
(II. 1) 
( 11 . 2) 
(11. 3) 
This form is standard, and solut ions are available as tabulated Airy 
functions of the fil'st and second kind ( 11): 
E :: A · A i(v) + B • Bi (v) (11 . 4 ) 
wher e A and B are unspecified constant coefficients. 
T he matching of the boundary conditions is m ost handily repre-
sented in tern1.S of the dhn enaionless constant ¢ , whore 
(k Z ) 1/3 - i! (k Z )1/3 • 0 0 GOO ¢ = -1 2 :: e Z 
1-?. l - K 
(11 . 5) 
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The bou."ldary condition equations become simply 
1 + R = A ~~i«(p 2» ) + B ~3 i($Z» 
til(l - R) = A (Ai{q,Z» + B (n i (¢2» 
T :: A 0>i(KZ~2») + B (BHKZ.p Z» ) 
K ¢ T = A (A ~K2(?2» ) + B (Bi (KZq,2») 
(11 . 6) 
(11.7 ) 
( 1l. 8 ) 
( 11.9) 
where a prime de notes differentiation. with respect to the argument. 
F rom the form of (11 . 3), the Wronskian of the two solutions is 
evidently a consta.,t. To be consistent with tabulated values, this con-
stant is chosen to be 
.1 
·t; - • although the solution for R and T must b e 
independent of such choices . 
t t -1 
W (Ai. 13 i ) · :: A i B i - Bi A i = 11 (11. 10 ) 
In the solution of (11 . 6) - (11. 9) , a combination occurs in terms of 
which the values of R and T can be expressed. Defining 
it is found by direct com putation tha" 
p,:"(g) B-(~) - B+(s ) A-(e) '* Z~Jrr 
a nd by inspection 
A - (§ ) :: A +(-s ) 
B- (~) = B+( - g) 
In term s of these functions it follows d i rectly that 
R :: 
T = 
A - (p ) n - (K<;» - A-(Kq, ) B..:JiL 
.A- (K.4» :13+« ,) - A+(q,) B-(I0.l» 
- 2<\> I 'IT 
(11 . 11 ) 
(11. 12) 
( 11. 13) 
(1 1. 14) 
(11 . 15) 
(11. 16 ) 
( 11. 17 ) 
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These solution~ . of c ours e , could havEl been derived in terms of 
"., 
cylinder functions of order + 1/3 , but the A iry functions are availabl e 
in tabular form in i:he compl ex plane. whereas compl ex-valued cylinder 
functi ons of fractional order are rare . 
An integral representation for Ai (z) is available and is useful in gen-
e r a ting asymptotic formulae : 
A + 00 3 
A i{z) = ~ J exp ~.'2" ( t + t 3 /3 ) ) dt (11. 18 ) 
-00 
where the path of integration is suitably cho~en by deform ing t he contour 
of integration for complex values of z • The second Airy function can 
be wri tten i n te rms of the first by the identity(14): 
Bi(z) = i w (WAi (wZz) - Ai (wz» ) , W = exp (ZTI'i/3) (11 . 19) 
The reflection and tral'lsm ission coefficients given by (11 . 16 ) a nd 
"'''' (11. 17) are plotted in the figures a t the end of this c hapter , both in 
absolute value and in phase. In general, for a given val ue of 
-------_. 
* Such solutions were employed by P oincelot, references (12, 13), in 
gene ratin g the reflecti on c oefficient from a linear density d istribution 
m odel of the i onosphere. 
"'* The e xpression s in t h i s and other chapters were evaluated on the 
I . D. M. 709 digital computer at the Western Data P rocessing Centel·, 
Graduate School of Business Admi nistration. U. C. L . A . The machine 
was prog ramme d to compute the Ai ry functions in the entire com plex 
pl ane to . 0 1 per cent accuracy by series e xpansion . All arithm etic was 
carried o~t in Argand form, and the results conver ted to polar form for 
ease of p resentation. 
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l' .. '" = K i ·" r - .::"1\,i ' K r :1 0 " the behavior of the coefficients aE a function of 
k z = 21TZ t"f,. appears quite reasonable. At the litnit z t>.. = 0 , the 
o 0 0 0 
coefficients approach the values given by the solution of the problem as 
;11 
a discontinuity in K ' , i. e. , 
1 - K 
= 'T+K 
2 
= T+l(" (11. ZO) 
The magnitude of the reflection coefficient approaches IRo I with zero 
slope, but IT 1 comes to I T I w ith a s lope dependent on K. , as one 
o 1 
1 
tnight anticipate. For real values of K , I R 1_ 0 and ITI_ K - Z-
as koz
o 
__ co. I T I is reasonably well behaved, showing tnild oscilla-
tions as it approaches this litniting value. For Ki :# 0, IT 1 shows an 
exponential decay typical of wave propagation in a linear, lossy tnediUTIl. 
The phase of T is pleasantly monotonic in zotA ,and is quite accu-
rately represented by an approximate expression derived below. 
The r eflection coefficient decays in modulus fairly rapidly from 
ita value at zotA = 0 , and begins a quasi-pel"iodic oscillation tending 
towards zero at zoti\. ~ 00. The most significant changes i n IR \ oc-
cur in a relatively short dist ance (zo/?l. < 1), and the asymptotic char-
acter of both It and T is fai rly well established beyond z = A . 
o 
The origin of the behavior of R and T versus zo/}t. can be 
visualized in the following ways . From an atomic point of view, it ap-
pears thai: the spreading out of the "interface" into a finite transition 
zone spoils the coherence (relative phase and amplitude) of the re-
radiated fields from the individual electrons, thus diminishing the 
strength of the total signal reflected. The transmitted wave, on the oth -
er ha..'1d, is give).'!. a iinite dlstal'lce to adjust ita phase velocity to tn::J.tch 
that of the tnedium (assumed lossless for the tnoment) into which it is 
.107· 
propagating, thus diminishing the "mis- tnatch" between propagation 
parar..'leters for a..'>'ly two nearby stations; in this rnanner the ratnp pro-
videa a lesser barrier to penetration of the wave. When the "dielectric 
constant" is complex. however. the transmi tted wave is continually being 
weakened by loss of energy to the medium, and of course decreases in 
B.mpUtude with thickness of the transition zone. 
Note that for the special case of K purely imaginary, both K4' 
2 
and 'P aro purely real, 'I> being imaginary. In that case, the ratio 
A l B is l'eal irom (11. 8) and (11. 9), and (l-R) /(l +R) is i maginary irom 
(1 1. 6) and ( 11. 7 ). as A i and Bi are real for real argument (or could 
be chosen so in any case). Thus I R I is unity for imaginary K . and 
honce no powe r can be transm itted into a purely reactive medium, re-
garclless of the transition zone thickness. In t his case , T docs not 
vanish, but the P oynting vector in L'le second medium has no real part, 
i . e ., there is no propagation, only reactive (stored) energy exists 
there . 
. Although the e}qlressions computed above are exact, they do not 
lend them selves to easy computation, nor can the general behavior of 11 
and T be deduced from inspection. Thus asymptotic behavior, expres-
sed in simple form, would be de$irable; expansions for R and T for 
both large and small values of (1<: z )/(1 _K 2 ) are generated below. 
o 0 
Appro~mate Expressions 
To generate the small argument expan sion. one could sol ve (11. 1) 
by truncated poy,rer series substitution (a polynomial approximation), 
proceed to m atch boundary conditi ons, and a.rri ve a.t expressions for R 
and T . Or one could substitute the power seriee expansions of the 
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Airy functions into (11. 16) and (11. 17). Providing the same order of 
?-ccuracy were maintained, the results would be identical in the expres-
sions for R and T . (The obvious but important point being made here 
is that the solution of the problem is not dependent upon the choice of 
solutions to the differential equation; this fact will be used to great ad-
vantaQic in the large argument expansi on. ) An other and perhaps more 
direct attack is the insertion into (II. 16) and (11. 17) of series expan-
+ + 
sions for A- and n- . Thi s approach will be taken here . The func-
+- + 
tione A -(~) and B-(;) are linearly independent solutions to t he equa-
tion: 
(11.1 9) 
+ + 
where the definitions of A- and B - have been employed, along with 
the btl_sic differential equation (1 1. 3). Sol v ing (11. 19) by a power series 
substitution 
leads to the rclationshipE: 
+ +' 
a o ' a 1 
= 0 
-;- + 
= + a 
- 0 
= 0 
+ 
1.') + 6 
(11.20) 
arbitrary ( 1i. 2 1) 
(11. 22 ) 
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Therefore. two linearly independent solutions are given by 
+ 
-", - I"') :: 
.. : 1 ,~ 
The task rem aining at this point i s the assurance that 
+ - - + 2x A (x) B (x) - A (xl B (xl = --
'IT 
( 11. 23) 
(11.24) 
(11 . 25) 
since this fact has been used in the derivation. of (11. 16) and (11. 17 ). 
Note also that (1 1. 25) requires (1 1. 10). which was used e a rlier in the 
derivation. 'I 'huG . other than the requirement of (11 . 25). one could sub -
--;- + + -+ 
stitutc Fi for A- and F Z for B- in (1 1. 16) and (11. 17). Noting the 
definitions (11. 11) and ( 11. 12). it is r equired that 
+ + 
- q FZ(x) .!. p F1(x) 
where 
J. 
P :: Ai(o) :: 3-2" B i(o) 
I .1. ' 
q :: Ai(o) = 3 2 Bi(o) 
(1 1. 26) 
(11 . 27 ) 
(11.28 ) 
(11 . 29) 
Thus all conditions leading to (11 . 16) and (11. 17) hav e been satisfied . 
and the results m ay be expressed as: 
2 $ 
+ - .... + F 1 (<1» F z (K<!» + F 1 (l<'<p) F Z (<]» 
( 11. 30) 
F ;(I-::l ) Fi($ ) - F ;(q, ) Fi(Kq,) 
R :: 
--+ - - - + 
F 1 <1» F 2 (KIj» + F 1 (Kq,) F z (4) 
(11.31) 
It should be noted that (11. 30) and (11 . 31) are essentially the ex-
pressiona evalua(;cd by m achine computation. They are exaet. but very 
slowly convergent; in general. the accuracy of the machine computation 
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is limited to seven decir.1.ais , so whenever two of the series expressions 
+ 
for ~~-l , 2 become simultaneously l a r ge and approximatel y equal, the 
accuracy is destroyed. For this reason, some of the figures show 
trUl~cated plots of R and T . Expressed in terms of It z and K . 
a 0 
the above expressions. to three terms, are given by: 
1"11 = (11. 34) 
R = 
R (1 - ik z (l • .!()/ 2 - (k z )2(1 - K + J!:h/6 .. . ) 
o 0 0 0 0 (11.33) 
Recall the following limiting expressions towards which these expan-
sione must tend: 
for K real. 
T _ K - i l 
R __ 0 ) 
for K i m aginary, 
T-__ 0 
\R t :: 1 
as k z ---...,.. co 
o a 
as kz ___ co 
o 0 
which indicates the S011.sitivity of the e:l\.-pressions to arB I~ . Expres-
sions (1 1. 32) and (11 . 33) are superposed on the plot of an exact evalu· 
ation of IR ! and II' I for a typi cal case, to show t h e range of validity eK-
pected from a polynomial sol uti on. Shown also on these plots are evalu-
a.tiOllS of the asy=ptotic forms generated below, valid for large ~;> mld 
K$ , 
'1'\70 linearly hldependent solutions to (11 . 3) for very large v 
have the asymptotic representations(15) ; 
E "V v- 1 / 4 exp (.±. 2/3 v3 / 2 ) ~ 1 .±. 0 (0. 1 v·3/2)] (11.34) 
In reotricted sectors, these are representations of the Airy functions: 
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AJ(v)---'(4~)-1/2v-1/4exp(_2/3 V 3/2} 
v ~ 00 , -~ < arg v < 1l' 
v ~OO , -~ / 3 < a.rg v < Tr/3 
(11.35) 
( 11 . 36 ) 
The representa.tion for B l(v) in other seetors can be generated from 
identities relating Ai and Bi (1 4. 15), but in point of fact this is unnec -
essal-Y for the generation of asym ptotic for mulae for R and T . T o 
de m onstrate this. proceed as follows . 
Consider the two functions *: 
Aa(z) = (4rr)-1/Zz - 1/4 m:p ( - 2./3 z3ll) 
Ba (z) = 'IT - 1/ Zz· 1/ 4 exp (2/3 z3/Z) 
Differentiating twice give s , for F = As. or Ba: 
dZF 5 F 
-:--T -zF = TO 2" 
QZ z 
Thus for SOIne region in which I z3 I ">.> 1 
d 2F 
--:--r -zF:::::::'O . 
d z 
Furthermore 
A a {z) Ba'(z) - Ba(z) Aa '(z) ::: 1/-rr • 
(11.37) 
(11 . 38) 
(11.39 ) 
Therefore, for sufficiently large lvI, As. and Ba can be chosen as 
tw o linearly independent approximate solutions to (11. 3). Since (11. 39) 
is forrn.ally the same as ell . 10 ), i t is only r equired to substitute Aa for 
* The s e are the '.VKB (Wentzel-Kram ers-BrUlo uin) soluti ons to (11. 3). 
See references (15) and (16) for a discu8sion of the m ethod and some of 
its subtleties, and reference (14) for discussion pertinent to the fol-
lowing work. 
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Ai and Ba for Bi in ('ll. 11) and (11 . 12) respectively, and then evalu-
ate R and T . By this means 
A+(z) z z = - Aa(z )/"1:z 
A -(z) Z 2. = - Aa(z )(Zz - 1/4z ) 
B +(z) = Ba (z2)(Zz _ l/l1ZZ) 
n - (z) z. 2 :: 
- Ba(z )/4z 
Substituting 
J 1 ::; Aa($2) Ba(KZ¢Z) 
J 2 ::; Aa(Kl.,pZ) Ba(cp2) 
the resulting c"-'Pressions for Rand T can be written: 
R_ 
3 3 3 (1 + 8$ ) J 1 - (1 + 8K 4> ) J l. 
(1 + SKS;1)(1 - 8~3)JZ - J 1 
_ 32 KZ~) 5 /-rr T __ 
3 3 3 (1 + BE: 11 )( 1 - 89 )J 2 - J 1 
Dince 
J_ -1 r: 3 3 ) J 1 ::; ( Z'IT¢K<!) exp \- 2/3 (9 (1-K) 
1. -1 f 3 3 ) JZ ::; (Z'lTq,KG) exp \ 2/3 $ (I - K) 
it is clear that for 1m (K) i- 0 , 
Jz. ( 4 3 3 ) To ::; eX}) 1" q, ( 1 - K ) 
1 
(11. 40) 
(11. 4 1) 
(11.4l.) 
will grow exponentially large. Furthermore, as \9 \ and \K<I> \ have been 
assumed large at the outset, even if 1m (K) is zero, it is evident that 
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J 
1 ... 3 Z 
- .I:\;. To 
1 
(11 . 43 ) 
The convergence of these expressions is ch:arly a function of the valid ~ 
ity of the appro~dmation of large \v I. Thus the case of purely i:nagi-
nary K is not accurately represented, since (v i goes to zero in the 
range of integration. But th.e case of purely real K itl valid ~ fortiori . 
&00 indeed the limit K ;: 1 is exact, 
T 1 ;: ex;.v (- i 1..02:0) 
R ;: 0 1 
as in the case of k z __ 00 
o 0 
1 
T 2 
;: K - Z-
RZ ;: 0 . 
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It is clear il'om the small argument approximations (11 . 32) and 
(11. 33) that as k z goes to zero. the coefficients approach the " inter-
o 0 
face" values in n'lodulus. 
I'T' I .----.. I c., I . ~ .I.e " d IT I ) ~z-=r = 
o 0 0 
ITo \ 1m (K) 
The phase. on the other ha-"ld. is more sensitive near tho origin: 
d(arg R ) ) 
d(k z ) 
o 0 0 
(11. 45) 
(11.46) 
(11 . 47) 
Thus to the order of k z • t-h.e small argument approximations can be o 0 
written 
R __ Ro e 
-1 k z 
o 0 
-i I" z (l+K) l'~T e 00 
o 
uniformly in a;rg K • 
One further approximation is developed, which provides a highly 
accurate fit to the exact data. The phase of the transmitted wave 
(arg T). plotted again st k z • is a remarkably straight line. decaying 
o 0 
from arg T with a slope dependent upon the real part of K only (see 
o 
plotted results). Taking this as an established generality, it would be 
pleasant to determine the slope analytically. Following the intuitive ap-
proach. it is assumed that the phase is to be given by the ave:t'age of the 
real part of the propagation e~,ponent: 
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arg T (11 . 49) 
The slope so determ.ined agrees very accurately with the exact results. 
The only adjustment required to make (11. 49) almost coincident \vi th the 
C:l"..act results i s the addition of the constant arg To' for coincidence at 
Z = O . Thus 
o 
(1 1. 50) 
where arg To = . arg (I+K) • 
As (11 . 50) is linear in zo' the transm itted wave has the same 
relative phase as if it had passed through an interface located at ze 
such that 
arg T • k z - k Re (K)(z -2: ) = arg T . 
o oe 0 0 e 
The value of z is given by solving (11.51) and ( 11. 50): 
e 
= 
Z . (K ( Z J 
'! - Re (~ 1 + "I+K ') 
1 - Re (K) 
Thus for K real, ze is confined between the two limits 
1/3 ~ z /z £: 2/3 , 
e 0 
(1 1.51 ) 
(11 . 52) 
(1l . 53) 
'~hc lower limit being K __ 00 , and the upper limit being K -- 0 • 
Note that (1 1. 50) is easentially the real part of the exponent in 
the asymptotic form for T as given by (11. 44). It would be fatuous to 
1 
conce rn one self with the factor K · 2" in ( 11. 44) as it contribute s to 
phase , for both pI. 44) a,,·ld (11. 50) are approximate, and it would be 
only fortuitous if they a greed exactly. It is required. however, that the 
two eX'~reseions for arg T give approximately the same value for the 
number of Z1T revolutions (the numbe r of wavelengths of relative phase ), 
aua this they do w ith. t..lJ.e comr;·1.on ter= Re ('K zo) . 
The phaGe of the reflected wave , arg R , is also nearly a straight 
line ior small values of kozo ' thus p r oviding a fairly accurate rep re-
sentation in thio reaion by the expression 
arg R ,,; arg R - k z . 
o 0 0 
(11 . 54) 
This expression clearly implies an "equivalen t il'lterface" reflection, 
with the interface locatec1 at 
ZI::·~Z 
e 0 
(11 . 55) 
'I'he straight line approximation for arg R . however, faUs rapi dly as 
1.~ z approaches unity (the breakdown of the approxim ation is cle arly a 
o 0 
fun ction of K; k z _ 1 is the limit for the samples displayed in the 
o 0 
figures here). The sOl'l'l.owhat pathological behavior of arg R versus 
of. R versus k z a smooth curve. o 0 Thus reiel"ence t o the \R I curves 
always shows I R \ ~ 0 in the neighborhood of a l·apid change in arg R . 
To sum up the findings of. tlus chapter. the following ob serva-
tiona are listed : 
(1 ) Thc:i."'e is a ma.rked dependenc e of R and T upon t he tl"an-
sHion zone thiclmeslJ , I.>articularly for small values of thickness / wave-
l e n gth ratio. 
(2) For lal'[;e value s of thickness/wavelength rat i o and/or small 
values of 11 - X 2 , , the asymptotic form ulae adeql.\al:ely describe both 
R a.,d T . However, I;he accuracy of the description is a function of 
'i;hc al·gument of K , being very good for real K and poor for I\: im-
aginary. 
(3) The small arGument (pOlYll O?nial ) approximation is adequatE 
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only for very s n:.all values of thick~less I w"avelength, and the accuracy is 
a gain a function of arg K • 
(4) '1:'he argum ent of l' (phase of transmitted wave) is accurately 
approxim ated by the sum of the interface -induced phase change, arg T , 
o 
a..'1d the phaso shift due to the average real part of the propagation ex-
ponent, R e (r~ z ) . 
o 
(5) The phaGe of R is much m ore sensitive for large and inte r -
m e diate values of thickl1ess/wavelellgth ratio, but for fractional values , 
is given fairly a ccClratcly by the extension of the slope at the oriGin . 
The alm ost pc,thological behavior of arg R ca."). be explained by refer-
ence to the curve of IE \ and visualization in p olal' {or=. 
The conclusions which may be drawn from this analysis are that: 
(a) Approximate eA"P1'cssions can be generated by either poly-
"" :nomial expansion or the WKB-ty-pe integral expansion , but both these 
m ethod s fail to describe accurately the region of greatest sensitivity of 
\ R \ and \T\ -- namely th e region z o ""' ,,12 . 
(b) The strong dependence of R and T on transition zone 
t hicir.ncss requires that a further investigation be made to estiIllate t he 
sensitivity of R and T to the detailed structure of the transition zone . 
This is the subject of the next chapter~ 
:~ See Hall (reference 17) for an iterative approxiIllation procedure for 
real 1( . 
o. 
lRI 
• 
o 
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Figure 11. 5 Linear Ramp 
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Figure 11. 6 Linear Ramp 
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Figure 11. 10 Linear Ramp 
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Figure 11. 12 Linear Ramp 
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XlI. THE KINKED RAMP PROBLEM 
The strong influence of transition zone thickness evidenced by 
the results of the previous chapter certainly justifies some investigation 
of the sensitivity to the transition zone structure. The diScovery of thie 
sensitivity is the goal of thin chapter';' . The piecewise-linear transition 
zone (a Idnked ramp. see figure 10. 2) ma.y serve as a second approxima-
tion to a smoother profile of electron density. 
Writing the form of (10.7) valid for each of the four regions of 
s pa.ce gives: 
d 2E 
dz Z 
o , z~o 
2 [ 2 z] + l~o 1 - (1 - Ko ) zoE = 0, "0 f "z 5: z 
o 
o , z 0 '- f- . z :f z 1 
(12.1 ) 
(12. 2) 
(12. 3) 
(12. 4) 
where 210 is the a.bscissa of the tdJik and zl is the thickness of the 
complete tranei tion zone. Ko is "dielectric constant" at zo' and K l 
is equal to the K of Cha.pter Xl. In terms of tho dbnensionless elec-
tron density, 'V , of figure 9.2, and the K of Chapter X , 
(12. 5) 
... The analysis of 'Vallot (reference 18) for a smooth transition zone 
cha.ra.cterized bya polynomial of order n is not applicable for two rea-
sonD: fir.st. the "dielectric constant" is a £unCtiO"41 of n explicitly:. and 
second, the electron density would need be complex to make the end 
points of the transition region correct. for n > 1 • 
(12.6) 
The Iilolutions to these equation& may be dedved as in Chapter 
XI. in te~ms of Ahoy functions in the linear vari~on regions. 
E ::: 
·ik z U~ z 
e 0 +Re 0 z ~ o 
E ::: A · M(v) .,. B. B1(v) 
E 
'" 
C· J'.J.(w) + D.13i (w) 
- ik K(z-z 1 ) 
E ::: Te 0 
where 
(12. 7) 
OZ. 8) 
(12. 9) 
(12. 10) 
(12. 11 ) 
(12. 12) 
Writing Ko in tel."ms of If'A and K . the arguments can be evaluated at 
the end points of the linear ranges : 
MOl'e simply. in terms of the variabl e of the preceding section. let 
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. 0 0 (
k Z )1/3 
~ 1 1-K 2 
o 
(12. 13) 
and introduce the "slope ratio" parameter, S , 
(12. 14) 
which is the cubic root of the ratio of the normalized density profile 
slopes in the two linear "egments. In terms of these variables: 
vIol = ,~;, v(zo} =' (Ko'1>0)2 (12. 15 ) 
w(zo) = (SKo<Po)Z, w(z 1) = (SK,po)2 (12. 16) 
~ = - ik I-f. , 
uZ 0 'Yo (12. 17) 
where 
<\'0 = 
_ i ( koz1 /'3 (0 _1 )1/3 
1_K2 Zl"IVA 
, (12.18) 
K = (I - (l - K 2)'1'Ai 'Z • 0 (12.19) 
TIme the basic parameters of the problem can be visualized quic:ldy. 
They are: 
(1) ¢{ozl/(l-KZ» , the transltlon zone thicknsss measured in 
wavelengths divided by the total change in "dielectric con~ 
5 tant,! T I as before; 
(2) "'t' A' the ordinate of the discontinuity in proiile slope; 
(3) zo/Zl' the abscissa of the d.iscontinuity in profUeslope. 
The convenient param.eter S allows easy transition to the shnple ramp 
p r oblem, as is shown in the boundary condition equations below. Match~ 
lng the boundary conditions of continuity on E and dE/dz requires: 
1 + R = A Ai«l';) + B Bi(ct>;) 
<!>o(l-R) = A Ai'(<I>;) -I- B Bi'(¢;> 
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A Al(Ie 2.;. 2) "" B m (K02';'o2) :: C A.i(SZK G4> G) + D Bi(8GK Gq, 2) 
00 00 00 
Sf A M (K 2,b 2 ) .;. D ni(K Z", G» = C Al(SZK 2 <\> G) + D n l(SZK Z", 2) 
" 0 '0 0 • 0 0 0 ' 0 "0 
T = C Ai(SGK2,~ 2) + D B i(S 2K Z<j> Z) 
o 0 
81 ... 4>0 T :: C • ..J.(S2KZ,,;) + D Bl(S'1:::2'r;) 
From these equations it is clear that when S is unity, i . e . , "I'll. '" Zo/Zl ' 
the equations reduce to th ose of the Unear ramp problem. Manipulation 
of the £h'st two equations yiC!llda 
r. A +«1
0
) + A -(<!>o) :: - Bhr 
while the last two give 
T A -(SK4>o) = - D /Tr 
T B -(SK,~ ) '" CIT( 
+ + 0 
whC!lre the A- , )3- fu."'lctions are as defined in the previous chapter. 
The remaining t vlO equa.tions link A and B to C and D . The reader 
is spared the re, ,,,aining algebra; t.lw resulti."'lg e:h."Pressions for R and 
l' may be written ill the form: 
c;( D · (~lO) - P A-('~o) 
... + !3 P, '« , ) - 0:. 13 (<1> ) 
o a 
( lZ. GO) 
2 q, IT/' 
a 
T '" (l Z.21 ) 
The functions ex.. and fl are most compacUy expressed by repeated 
rnatrb: operations: 
Bi(y) ] 
B l(y) • [ 
I 
Di(x) 
'" A 1(x) 
-~ Bi(X)] . 
- <! A i(x) 
'" 
(1Z. 22) 
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v/ltere 
z 
x = (Ko<po) 
'I = (8 K (~ )2 o 0 
The expressions for R and T were evaluated by machine com -
putadon as in the previous case. and representative examples are pre-
sented g raphicilly ::l.t t he end of this chapter. For each value of K . the 
position of the "kink" was established at 12 distinct loca.tions. and four 
degenerate. "!)l'l'looth l'amp" locations, as given by the coordinates: 
"VA " 0.2. O. -t, 0. 6, and 0. 8 ; zo/z 1 = 0. 2. 0. 4, 0. 6. and 0. 8 . L"1 gen-
eral, the behavior of the curves of I R I and I 'f I are .essentially the same 
as for the linear l'a.m.p degenerate c<,.se; only minor shifts of the ).'elative 
minima. and =dm(l. occur in ==y cases, while in others it is clear 
t lmt the first or seconil portion of the ramp is dominating the behavior, 
introdUcing only a. scaling effect in the plot versus koz l' In most 
cases, the s olutions are largely independent of the kink coordiru!.tes over 
the first few tenths of wavelengths, indicating Q. relative insensitivity to 
t ile detailed structure of the transition zone for narrow zones. Fo~' 
large values of "'1/1.. , the asymptotic forms are again similar in peri~ 
odicity and amplitude , as would he anticipated by an integral apprmdma~ 
tioll of the WKB type. 
Two cr..amplas of the phase of the reflected and transmitted 
waves are included in the plota. Much lU~e the linear ramp, proIninent 
periodicities arc ovidcl'lt in arg (R)while arg ('1') is nearly a straight 
Uno. As before. the rcal part of the avel.'age value of K(z) provides an 
-139-
excellent approximation for the slope of the arg (T) versus z l't.-
curves. 
arg IT) :: -arg (l+K) - Re [i ~~l: 2 (1 - $3 (K3 -1<; ) )] 
o 
The succeSG of an integral approximation procedure in this case 
can be anticipated from the accuracy of the arg (T) approximation, but 
approximations are n ot developed for this case because of the complex-
ity. The reader is asked to observe that in such cases as it would be 
apPl'opriate to consider the simple ramp as a zeroth appro:lQmation, and 
the kinked ramp as a first a pproximation. to an unspecified smooth pro-
file , there is little difference between the zeroth and first approximation 
results . This implies that the major effects of the transitlon zone are 
contained in the linear model, these being based largely on the value of 
transition zone thiclmess (in wavelengths) and the total change in "d!-
electric constant". The relative insensitivity of the reflection coeffi-
dent to detailed zone structure in a dielectric gas has been noted by 
Greene and Hornig(19) in numerical calculations for shock-wave thick-
ness measurements using optical techniques; indeed, the strong depend-
ence of reflectance on transition zone thickness furnished the basis for 
their experiments. 
With the above observatlons, the essential effort of this chapter 
is fulfilled, i. e ., the discovery of the sens itivity of the reflec tion and 
transmission coefficients t o the detailed structure o£ the transition. The 
next effort is the computation of R and T £01' the more practical prob-
lem. of a mig slab bOl.mded by symmetrical linear trallsition zones. 
Ha~ng established the validity of aome linear transition as a reasonable 
approximation to the true electron density profile, one may then employ 
-140-
these results with the assurance that first order effec ts are not being 
neglected or spuriously introduced by the profile cholce. The " trape-
zoid" geometry oi the following section is then perhaps the moat useful 
case considered, so several examples will be plotted. 
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XIII. THE TRAPEZOID P ROBLEM 
The essential fea.ture of the mig "trapezoid" geometry (see fig-
ure l O<3) is the presence of a second bounda.ry region to which the inci-
dent wa.ve ma.y penetrate. In this problem, further interference - type 
interactions can be anticipated, and a more p ronounced periodicity in 
the mcdulus of R and T . The practical importance of this geometry 
10 clearly grea.ter than either of the previous two caees treated, so 
more numerical results will be displayed for this case. 
The general features of the results of this chapter can be antici-
pated from the solution of the "slab" problem, i . e ., the limiting case of 
zero thickness transition zone/J. The "sIal>" proble m has the solutioJ5~ 
where, in the notation of figure 9. 3 and the preceding chapters, 
'Vs = exp (- ikoKzt , 
Ro '" ( l-Kl/(l+K) 
To = ZJ(l+K) 
(13. 1, 
(13. 2) 
F or real K , the periodicity of IR ' and ' T I is evident trom the above 
formulae; for complex K , the very thick slab clearly returns the inter-
face solution (Ro) £01' Po . and suppresses I T I to zero. Note that R 
will be periodically zero for any real K . i. e . when ZKZtJA ,. N . an 
integer. and IR I will be periodically maximum. when ZKzt JA ;: (ZM+IY·Z, 
one half of an odd integer. LUtewlse IT I will be periodically mmd· 
mum (unity) and m inimum (I- IR\Zl, with ito maxima and m inima pre . 
cicely out of pha(lc with {R \. In fact, for real K . th.e polar plot of R 
-158~ 
is a cir cle, with center at Ro/(l+R;) and radius Ro/(l+R ; ) . since R 
may be written as 
R ~ ": - R 2.1 R = 0 1 .0 
l+R 2. 1- 2.R Z· o 'VS 0 
or T =: 
Wri ting T = a (b COil 8 + i sin 9 ) = Ro (T ) + i 1m (T ) • 
it is clear that 
n ( 'T' ) 2 (.t':h-=- l + ( 1m ('r ) )2 a = 1. 
( 13. 3) 
( 13 . 4) 
9= arg'VS ( 13. 5 ) 
(13. 6 ) 
( 13. 7 ) 
Thus the l ocus of T is an ellipse with center at the origin, with semi-
niaj or axis of 1. along the real axis. and semi-minor axis of 
( l-R:, / ( l+R 2. ) . along the imaginary axis. These observations are 
o 
shown schematically in figure 13.1. The parameter (koKzt) which 
ge ner ates the circle and ellipse. is to be measured off along the loci. 
starting at th.e x . Note that R completes two circuits of its locus 
while T makes one circuit. 
The behavior of R and T when K is slightly complex s hould 
be obvious from the sketches and the equations for these quantities. T 
plots into an elliptical spiral. terminating at the Origin. while R be-
cornea a circulal" spiral. terminating at Ro. When K is mal"kedly 
complex. T spirals in more quickly fl"om one to zero; for the limiting 
case (1<: _-i 0:» T shrinks from +l along the real axis to zero. Like-
wise for markedly complex K . R traces a COl"nu-lU<e spiral from the 
/ 
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origin to Ro which for K imaginary is on the unit circle; in the limit 
of I~ ->- - i 00 , R runs along the real axis from the origin to minus 
one. Keeping these behaviors in mind will greaUy simplify the under-
stand ing of the plots of modulus alld ·argument presented at the end of the 
chapter. Figures 13.2. and 13. 3 show IR I and ITI for typical "slab" 
problem parameters . 
ilVith the introduction of transition zones into the slab geometry, 
the behavior of Rand '1' will be modified. ConSidering first the case 
of purely real J<: , it is clear that IT ! should tend to increase (see the 
discussion under linear ramp) while arg T should be sUghUy larger due 
to the lov,er value of K . But the basic c haracter of T as lying on or 
near an ellipse should not be altered. ApparenUy, the ellipse might en-
large in area, rotate , and alter in proportions (eccentricity), but the 
underlying otructure should remain. Likewise . the R circle should 
still touch the origin, but its center may rotate and n'love towards the 
origin. Ci'he locus of the R circle center might be traced as the locus 
of L for the linear ramp of the same initial geometry, for as the back 
boundary recedes to infinity, an unmeasurably small imaginary part of 
K will reduce the problem to that of Chapter XI. T he behavior for 
complex values of It then follows by conside rations anruogous to those 
in the "slab" problem. 
The analysis below gives the values of Rand T in explicit, if 
slightly obscure, forIn, and discussion of special cases with reference 
to the plotted results justifies the speculations above . 
The e quations to be solved in this case are: 
d2~ .c; 
. --:--2"d z 
2 2 
+k K E = 0 
o • 
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z'" z 
- t 
z ~ z 6 z ... z 
o t 0 
o • z -z to z f Zt t 0 
(13 . 8) 
( 13. 9) 
(13 . 10) 
(13 . 11 ) 
Note that on repla cing Zt -z by ~ in (13 . 11). the equation becomes 
identical to (13 . 9 ): 
where 
~~ ·c k; [1 - (1-K2 )Uzo ]r: = 0 . 
~ 
O f ~ . 6z 
o 
The solutions are given below for t he different zones 
- ik Z ik z 
E :; e o+Re o 
E :; A Al(v) + B Di(v) 
-ik K(z- z ) ik K(z+z - Zt) 
E:; Ce 0 0 +De 0 0 
E = IT Ai(w) + G B i{w) 
-il~ (:o-z ) 
E '" Te 0 t 
z f 0 
O f z toz 
o 
z = z f z -z 
o t 0 
z - z ~ z 6 z tot 
z"z 
- t 
(13 . 12 ) 
With the previous definition of ej> . the boundary conditions may be 
m atched by the equations: 
1 + R :; A A i(ej> 2 ) + B Bi(ej> 2 ) 
«;(1 - R) = A Ai(~~2) +!3 B1(4,2, 
where 
-16z-
C + Dv :; A Ai(:KZ(~ 2 ) + 13 B l(K 2,;, 2 ) 
K.j>(C - Xlv) = A Al(IC 2,!h + B Bl(K Zc:h 
Cy + D = F Ai(K2<j)2) + G Bi(K2q, 2) 
. '22 'Z2 
-K¢ (Cy - D) = F Ai(K tl> ) + G B i (K 4> ) 
T :; F A i (<I,z, ... G B i (<fl Z) 
-!\,'r = F Al(~, 2 ) + G Bl(q, 2) 
+ 
(13 . 13) 
Employing the previouE) definitions of A -«~) . etc . • the above equations 
can be cast i n t h o form 
+ -R B (<p) + B HI = A / n 
+ -R A (<1,) + A (¢) = - B /n 
A A+( K~J) + B B +( K4» = 2K<bC 
A A - (Ktj» .:. B I ,-(K<\» 
J. • 
F A'(K.p)" G B"'(K(~) 
F A - (K~~) + G B-(Krj» 
F A +«~) .,. G a+« ~) :; 
" 
:; 
= 
0 
-2yK¢D 
ZK",D 
-
2yK<jJC 
F A - (<l» + G a - tO?) " - 2<j>T 
E-mploying the abbreviations 
+ + + + + 
P- = A - (K<1»B-(';) - A -(¢ )B-W..q,) 
+ + - - + 
Q-- = A- (K<l»B+ (<l» - A +(<\»B-(Kof» 
Tho coefficients R and T are found to be 
2" +0 + _ p · O · 
Po. = .-;y-• ...,...-'._.,----;--'..-
(0·)2 •. l (p+)Z 
(13. 14) 
( 13. 15) 
( 13 . 16) 
(13 . 17 ) 
(13. 18) 
(13. 19 ) 
(l3 . 20 ) 
( 13 . 21 ) 
( 13. Z2 ) 
( 13. 23 ) 
(13 . 2 4) 
(13.25) 
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An identity which is u.seful in deriving ( 13. 2.4 ) and (13 . (5 ) is 
_ -1,_ - -I- - 2 
;,'.::-' - Q 0 = K(2.¢/7, ) • (13 . 26 ) 
The only limiting situation to which i t i s r elatively easy to pase is that 
of Y _ 0 (i. e. , the slab is absorbent, and the exponent exp (- ikoKz
t
) 
is vanishingly small), f01' whi ch 
p -R __ - _ 
Q -
'1' ,_ 0 aD " 
(13. (7) 
( 13. 2.8) 
Note that ( 13. (7) is th e linear ramp result, ".,hile (13 . (8 ) is physically a 
re<>,sonab1e result. The limit zo/Zt - 0 cannot be easily extracted 
from (13 . 24) and ( 13. (5), but note from the set of equations preceding 
(13.13 ), if functions of (1<4') are equated to functions of (<'1' ) , the N r e-
cults the GimpIer set: 
l+R = C+Dy 
1 - R = K(C - Dy) 
T ::: Coy + D 
T = lqCy - :0) 
where, a s z IZt - 0 , 'V - 'V~ o ~ This set io exactly that of the 
" s lab" problell1. The limit K __ 1 must be approached much more 
cautiously, as this Simultaneously lets K~" - <l> , but <l> _ 00. ll' one 
arbitrarily aDSl.lme8 ~('l) to equal ,~ and K to equal one, . then the 
" slab" equations retu1'n, but with the solutions : 
R = O T='Y 
which io wrong for arg T by a factor of Zl~ozo ' The error lies in not 
clHferentiating between the rates at w hich <i> and KG> go to infinity --
they n"luot go at s uch a rate as to make 
+ 
p -- ~ 0 
but 
-164-
ik z 2 
(C( )2 ~ (-2'p /11 e 0 0 ) 
'l'he phase s hift factor in Q - m ust therefore arise from the different 
rateo at \r,-hk h Kli' and 'j> go to infinity. It can be seen from the as-
ymptotic developments in Chapter III that Q - is of the proper form to 
p l' ovic1e t h is effect, so the m atter will not be pursued here further. 
Note that the p ronounced periodicity of the "slab" results with 
arg (y ,,) i s not e :mctly duplicated in this case, as ? and Q are in 
,~ 
Generel complex. However, for l'eal I( , t~ is purely imaginary. hence 
It. - is the conjugate to A + and B ... is the conjugate to B '. T hus P -
-I- - + is conjugate to P and Q is conjugate to Q • Furthermore, for K 
and Z 0 fix e d, 1'_ and T are solely functions of Zt ' through 'V 2 
Viewing (13 . 24) as a linear fractional transformation of the form 
(13. 29 ) 
where Is I " 1 , t hen, as this transformation maps circles onto cir -
cles (20), a definite periodicity of R with 'I (th us Zt) is to be antici-
pated. L~ fact. when G" (iX-j! ) /(<xfl ) . R will be zero, so the trans-
formed circle touches the origin. When K is cOYnplex. however. the 
a bove simplifications do not obtain. The " sp iral" nature of · R ' s l ocus 
with "t has been discussed above for the slab problem. and this char-
acter is preser""ecl in the trapezoid problem. In the trapezoid problem . 
however, the end point of the spiral is not Ro ' but the reflection coef-
ficient fo r the l inear ramp. R T • 
. ~ 
Whe,~ K is purely imaginary, ~~ is purely i maginary, so that 
---,-
~t 
Q- " P - , whel'e the bar denotes complex conjuga.tion. USing this fact, 
and elso (13 . 27 ) it is easily shown that R is of the form 
-165-
(13.30) 
where RT is the linear ramp reflection coefficient. which for this case 
~ 
is of modulus one (see Chapter XI). As y is a monotonic-decreasing 
eJ..-ponential function. the character of R is apparent from this formu -
lation. The for= oli T is apparent from (13. 25). i. c.. I l' I is nearly 
dominated by y . th= exponentially dec reasing. with oscillations super-
posed upon the decay. 
The above observations and special cases are informative. hut 
the practical problem of evaluating Rand l' for the trapezoid geome-
tt·y and a .. l arbitrary. comple:t value of K is still prodigious. '1'0 gen-
erate the curves presented a t the end of this c hapter. the digital com-
puter was again employed. and (13.24) and (13. 25) evaluated accurately. 
The details of computation will not be discussed. but sufficient accuracy 
was ensured to make the graphical results e>:act to within plotting capa-
bility. No approximations were generated for this c·ase. as the pro-
cedure i s essentially identical to that of Chapter Xl and would thus not 
rendel· any new inaight. The main distinguiDhing features of the trape-
zoid results are the shifting of the relative maxima and minima of IR I 
and ·IT I to higher values of Zt /?. and the degradation of \R I • with in· 
c1'eased I T I. It is apparent from the plots that for stnall values of 
z I/o, (say 6 O. I). the result is essentially obtained by ahifting the 
o 
" slah" curves to the right by the value of zo ' ''- • degrading IR r pro-
po:;:otionally to the value given by the linear ramp problem (or the small-
a r gument expansion thereof). and increasing 11'1 likewise. This pro-
c edure is almost an intuitive one; the aaalysiD and evaluation demon-
-166-
stL-ates its validity_ The utility of the results of this chapter (and the 
others ) ancll;he significance of the major effects discovered is discussed 
in the following chapter_ 
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XIV. SUMWlAR Y 
From the anelysis of the preceding chapters, and f rom a study 
of the nun'lericol results , the following summary of c onc lusions is 
(1 ) P'Ol.· the s imple half-space problem with a linear transition 
zone. both refiecUon and transmission are strong functiono of the tran~ 
cition zone t.luckneso, eopecially over the first one or two wavelengths 
of thiclmess. 
(2) The volues oi' r:. and l' a:l'e less sensitive to the detailed 
struc'rure of the t.·ansition zone, as evidenced by the "ldnked ramp" r e-
sults. For !d1".ked and simple ramp£) which might serve, respectively. 
0.0 firot and ?eroth approximations to some arbitrary smooth profile . 
tLo res~t1ts are morc ctrongly dependent upon zone thickness tha.n upon 
kink coordi.!mtes. 
(3) The 'ilKS a.pproximate solution gi\'eo fairly accurate rceults 
for tranoitiml zones thiclt enough. or propagation exponent change£) 
small enough. that I ltozo/(1-K 2>1» 1 • 
(4) A t runcatcd POWOl.· Eleries (polynomial) solution will provide 
qualitatively correc!; rccu1ts for small values of thickneGs/wavelength. 
if a sufficient numbe r of tel"mS are kept, but in general the convergence 
is not rapid. dlle to the quasi-pel."iodic nature of the solutions. The t,,-o 
approximate methodo employed d o not overlap well. and the excluded 
region of zone thic!-;neso/wav elength is the moot sensitive one. 
(5 ) The reflection f!-"om and transmission through a slab ~<;.ith 
Uneal' h'ansition ,;:ones (trapezoid electron diotribution) closely appt"o,"-
imateo the results for the slab with abrupt interfaces . provided the 
-216-
transition zones are less than, say one tenth wavelength thick. The 
major effec t of the transition zones is the shifting of relative maxima 
and mini ma t o h i gher values of slab thickness/wavelength, with corre-
s ponding dec reas e of reflection and inc~'ease of trans m ission . 
The above ob servations, glea.."led f rom the numerical results, 
arc to be understood physically by a consideration of the process of re-
flecti on and the alterat ion of. the amplitude and wavelength of the propa-
gating wave . It is clear that the strength of the signal re-radiated by 
accelerated elcctl'ons £~'om any plane of the tran:>ition zone is propor-
tional to the field sh'ength a nd the number density t hereat, and the rela-
tive phase will be a s sociated with the relative phase of the driving wave . 
Thus the reflection should tend to decrease as the thickness of the zone 
increases, s inco t he cohe rence of the zone's oscillations is thus spoiled. 
Likewise the transn"lission should increase due to the relative decrease 
of f'm. ism_n.tching lt established by a fini te tl-anaition zone. As the zone 
increases beyo.ld one quarter wavelength thickness , some oscillatory 
character of transmission and r e flection are to be anticipated by virtue 
of internal interference effects m ade possible within the thick transition 
zone. Insens itivity to t he exact shape of the profile of electron density 
is to be expected 01, the grounds that minor differences in local re-
radiated field strength should have only second-order effects on the 
cum ulative field at the transition edge. 
At the outset it was implied that a sufficient reason for the pre -
sentat ion of numerical data was the provision of a standard against 
which to measure the success of approximate procedures. This pro-
cess has been exemplified in the text and mentioned in the list of obser-
- 21"1-
V::>.tiOD S above . However. due to the immediate practical irnp01'tance of 
pl'oblemo concerned with transition zone s . the numerical data presented 
herein offel' a farther utility in mal~ing available resu!ta for cases which 
::'1."l\:'\y !)zo,\'c to be 0:[ currO::lt inte!"ect. F'or e,~a.l""::lple , it the profile of 
electron c1enzity in the ahode layer of a hypersonic vehicle v,ere approx-
imated by ::>. linear 01' p iecewise linear distribution. then the signal 
available to the vehicle I G l'ecelving antenna would be appro,!l.mated by the 
t rc.nsmiosion c oefficiollt for the appropri.ate parameters. either as plot-
te·:1 in -:;hap te ro XI rud XII , or as c a lculahle from the experssions there-
in. The arjva..~ta.ge of e~ttensive graphical datu is obvious in Buell a case j 
the i mpo:.:oibility of p resenting sufficient data to cover a m ultitude of 
cases io also appu,: ent. Interpolation is . of course . to be employed, so 
it 18 hope d that the numerical results herein. rather than merely servb1g 
as cl<e=plary m.aterial . are not void of engineering value. 
T ho POlllt of vieVl adoptod for this (In.alYfJio has been, of course , 
that :;:C{Z) \-"as \v011 s l:)ccificc.1. so ~ and I' V,,"el·C d e r ived fro;.n it. T~1C 
clcn10nstr<"ted firs t o l'der "c orrection" ncceosa.l'Y t'Ol' transl.tion zones of 
the order 0:1 magnituJ.e of a vlavolength in thicknees, however. increaecs 
greatly the compley.!. ty of revercing the procedure to determine K( z ) 
from i'ncaDurcd 1:. and '? This is the pro,~ess . for example. in the 
O,I'p lic2.tion of the Inic roy/ave pl'obe as a diaGnostic tool for deteri'l'lining 
i onization conditions in. a flow device . such as a shock tube . Clhock tun-
no1, arc jet, rocket engina, etc. In such epplicationG, time and space 
resolution requirements i mpose high frequencies . which engender higher 
value:, of tr",nsition zone thickness /wavelength. T o e,<amplify the diffi -
culties inherent in the reduction of data to pJ."ovide w p a>'ld V c f r om 
-ZIS·· 
such measurements, consider the hali space reflection problem. A 
measured value of IR I and arg (R) would provide a range of possible 
values o£ K , depending on zotA (see Chapter Xl). Ii zot"A is un-
known, then K m ust go underterm ined. Frequency £lweeping is of 
questionable value , as the medium is highly dispersive, and the complex 
part of E is likewise a strong function of Vc I w . Thus it is seen that 
the first order effect of transition zone thickness requires that consider-
able redundancy of measurement be obtained in order to uniquely inter-
pret the data of e:>..-periment, even for this half-space problem, which is 
the simplest of thoce considered. If a trapezoid electron distribution 
were involved, the difficulties inherent in the interferometry problem 
would be superposed on those oi the transition zone, and the uncertainty 
of data reduction would be compounded. So. although it was not the in-
tention at the outset, perhaps the most significant aspect of this effort 
has been the demonstration olthe high degrees of ambiguity to be antici-
pated in the related practical appllcation. 
-21 9-
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